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Angus was a valued member the Mona Vale Raiders from 2005 to 2011.  
Angus was known to be lightening quick. He was often seen breaking free 
from defenders and sprinting away to score a length of the field try. 

He also stood strong in defence and left a number of opposition players 
wishing they hadn’t ran into him. Angus was quiet yet polite and well  
mannered.

Angus will be dearly missed yet never forgotten by all his friends  
from the Raiders.

Once a Raider always a Raider.

IN MEMORY OF ANGUS PRIOR

31/10/1999 – 11/08/2018
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
TODD DARVALL

After the AGM was held and we still had 
a couple of vacant positions with one of 
these being President, I was asked if I was 
interested in becoming president after being 
the IT/ Social Media Manager the previous 
couple of seasons, after I accepted I set my-
self three goals for myself to achieve for the 
club. I’m happy to say as a club we managed 
to achieve all three. 
1. Increase player registrations. 
2. Increase in sponsorship revenue and 
3. Return of the social night. 
It was a pleasure to have such a great team 
involved in the running of the club. It was a 
bit daunting at the beginning, but I must say 
it was highly rewarding and I learnt things 
that I may not have been able to achieve 
without taking on the job. Thanks to Greg 
Newman and David O’Donnell for answer-
ing plenty of questions I had regarding the 
role.

We had 205 registered players (up form 
191) and 17 teams (up from 15) and 54 
volunteers (up from 46). All teams played 
some hard but fair football throughout 
the year, a special mention must go to the 
U11, U12, and U17 ( Also state champions 
after winning champions of champions 
conference) who were all minor premiers 
and for also winning the Grand Finals in the 
respective division this year. To the U/14’s 
who were also minor premiers but sadly 
wasn’t your day on Grand Final day. Hold 
your heads high boys you turned a lot of 
heads throughout the season! Tim & Jake 
you guys did a fabulous job in bringing the 
team together after a rocky start to the 
season. 

Our 2018 committee members were Richie 
Terrill (Vice President), Chanel Boyle (Secre-

tary) Andrew Drennan (Treasurer) Shonagh 
Wheeler (Registrar) Frank Sergi (Grounds 
Manager & Junior League Delegate) Mitch 
Murphy (Junior League delegate) Jade War-
ner (Gear Manager) Vaughan Wooldridge 
(Recruitment & First Aid manager) Jason 
Death (Sponsorship Manager) Jen Schulen-
burg (Social Events / Fundraising Manager) 

The tremendous efforts our coaches, 
managers and trainers put in really paid 
off. I know there are plenty of challengers 
in these roles especially if you are new to 
coaching but I hope you had an enjoyable 
time in your role and will be back coaching 
in 2019. Seeing the kids improve over the 
course of the season makes it a thoroughly 
role. A thanks must go to Pete Burge for 
helping the coaches early in the preseason 
with any questions they may have had 

One of the first things we did as a new 
committee was hold the 2017 sponsors 
thank you cruise. It was great to be able 
to meet all the sponsors who the keep 
club running year in year out. It was such a 
success we are planning on doing it again 
for the 2018 Sponsors

Next up it was time to flick the ‘on’ switch 
and allow registrations to happen, this is 
where Shonagh come to the rescue after 
Natalie moved north to the Sunshine Coast. 
For Shonagh nothing was too hard, never a 
delay in answering questions, putting players 
into teams, as well as being the manager of 
the U10M, if that wasn’t enough Shonagh 
and her husband Ben were sponsors. Thank 
you Shonagh you have a heart of gold! 

After we got through the rush of early bird 
registrations it was time for recruitment 

in schools and our local catchment area, 
Vaughan Wooldridge excelled in his role as 
recruitment manager, he arranged our come 
and try day and school visits across multiple 
schools with a couple of Manly Sea Eagles in 
attendance. When we were running short 
in a couple of age groups to make a third 
team we were stuck on ideas on how to 
get kids to sign up, Vaughan goes I have an 
idea! An hour later he had organised Jake & 
Tom to do a video for the club to put on 
Facebook & Instagram promoting our great 
club and asking for kids as well as coaches 
and volunteers for these team… it worked 
a treat with over 6500 views. If that wasn’t 
enough Vaughan was also our U9M trainer 
and First Aid manager, it’s would have to be 
one of the tougher jobs getting volunteers 
for each home series but Vaughan as usual 
handled it without fuss.

Jason - Again worked wonders with his 
sponsors, not only retaining sponsors but 
also bringing several new sponsors the club, 
without Jason’s dedication and the sponsors 
support we wouldn’t be able to afford new 
uniforms each year, new balls, new water 
bottles, a new website or a new app. A 
HUGE thank you to all sponsors listed in 
Jason’s Report 

Jade – You again did an outstanding job, to 
say our uniforms are the best on the beach-
es is an understatement. It’s not an easy job, 
arranging a new design every year, gathering 
all the sponsors logos, guessing team num-
bers and player sizes before everyone has 
signed up and then competing with all other 
clubs and codes to get the kits delivered on 
time. >

The tremendous efforts our coaches, managers and trainers 
put in really paid off. I know there are plenty of challenges  
in these roles, especially if you are new to coaching, but I hope 
you had an enjoyable time in your role and will be back  
coaching in 2019.
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Mona Vale Raiders JRLFC

PRESIDENTS REPORT

Sadly, Jade has decided to stand down at 
the end of this year after a long involvement 
with Mona Vale Raiders. Jade has done a 
fabulous job as our gear stewardess and 
Social Committee member over countless 
years and thousands of hours. At the end of 
the season another key role is to organise 
all the trophies and medals, as well as to 
plan and help run the presentation day. Jade 
has done an outstanding job in managing 
this over the years. Jade thank you for all 
your hard work, support and guidance you 
have given me this year.

Frank... What a year! your passion for the 
club is second to none, being at the field on 
a Saturday from 6am setting up the fields 
then becoming the ground manager or a 
referee, to then jumping on the BBQ when 
needed or then ducking off to pick up new 
gas bottles or to coach his U13 team which 
was often away games to then come back 
and do the pack up. If that wasn’t enough he 
also attended the Junior League meetings 
for our club.  A thank you must also go to 
your lovely wife Corinna and kids Esme 
& Archie for always helping when every 
required. 

Mitch – aka supercoach, Thanks again for 
such a great year, like Frank Mitch was 
always one of the first people to arrive on 
a Saturday and last to leave. He coached 
the U/11 team to the grand final, attended 
junior league meetings (When frank mem-
bered to pick up lol...) ground managed, 
was on the BBQ even when his team was 
warming up. Most would be aware, Mitch 
doesn’t have any kids still playing at the club 
(Son Oscar is the Strength coach for U11) 
so to stay involved year in year out is a huge 
for the club. 

Andrew – New to the committee this year 
and he was more than the just the treasurer, 
Andy would collect meat, canteen supplies, 
referee when needed, ground manager, 
Chief Cook on Friday night BBQ, help set 
up the field each morning and was also pro-
moted to CEO of the pre-pack up meeting 
crew and anything else anyone asked. He 
made sure all the bills and suppliers were 
paid on time and everything was in check 
financially, Thanks for coming on board Andy.

Richie, anything that was asked of him was 
never to hard, helping with first aid, being a 
ground manager, helping with the running of 
the come and try day as well as organising 
the team photos and coach of the U9 
Whites team who surprised a few teams 
this year, thanks for your help.

Chanel, came on board as secretary and did 
an outstanding job, being front and centre 
of the club and answering all the parents’ 
emails and calls. Also did a great job along 
with Jade in organising the catering, supplies 
and decorations as well as cooking a deli-
cious roast for the sponsors cruise. 

I cannot forget Charlotte, thanks for putting 
your hand up to run the canteen, with you 
not being a morning person, it was a tough 
job, but with a coffee or 4 you were ready 
for the day ahead, you did such a great job 
at every home game. Everyone has com-
mented on how well the Curry and Thai 
night was…. Brilliant idea. 

A few other thanks you I must mention are:

• Kurt Schulenburg - for putting his hand up 
to mark the fields every Wednesday as well 
as being a trainer for the U8 Maroons.

• Jen Schulenburg – the social night 
wouldn’t have happened without your hard 
work and dedication. To get so many prizes 
and signed jerseys from local and inter-
nationally recognised companies is a huge 
effort, not to mention the $2000 holiday 
voucher you organised from our wonderful 
sponsor Blackmores. Thanks for getting the 
social night back up and running after a few 
years on the side lines. You set a plan about 
6 months ago and you nailed it.

• Matt Ballin – for those who were able 
to attend the social night you would have 
seen the bandage on his arm, he flew in 
Friday night from Brisbane and when I 
collected Matt from the airport he asked 
to be taken straight to the hospital due to 
an infection under his arm. Well long story 
short he had full surgery Saturday morning 
then checked himself out of hospital to get 
a cab to The Bored Monkey and be MC 
at our social night which he did a fabulous 
job. At the end of the night he caught a cab 
back to hospital for more treatment before 
checking out on Sunday morning, he also 
donated a game used jersey for the auction 
all at his own cost. On top of that he did 
2 great workshops for the Raiders with his 
NRL programs he runs. Matt you’re a true 
gentleman.

• Nathan Hogan – a former junior raider 
who played over 100 games for the club, 
he has gone onto coaching in the Sydney 
Roosters System, Nathan come down and 
did two sessions, one based on defence 
for the U/13 & U/14 and one for the U9 
Whites later in the year. The U/9W were 
still using the calls your taught them in the 

finals series. He also organised through the 
roosters a fully signed 2018 rooster team 
jersey for our Social & Fundraising night... 
Thanks Hoges.

• Jemma Murphy – Thanks for all the won-
derful photos from the Grand final games.  

• Caitlin – Thank you for putting together 
this fabulous year book again in 2018, to 
have it all done so quickly and with so much 
care, Caitlin moved to Canada this year but 
still offered to do it. Thank you.

• Jake Trbojevic - for taking time out from 
origin camp and spending it with the raiders 
as well as donating a signed jersey which 
fetched big money for the club and having 
to be back in camp at 7:30am. He was also 
the assistant coach and trainer for grand 
final teams U/14 and U/17 when his busy 
scheduled allowed. Nothing is ever to had 
for Jake. 

• Major Lieutenant Colonel Matt Stevens – 
again did an outstanding job with our annual 
ANZAC ceremony at Newport Oval. It 
was great to see so many people come 
down and show respect for this event. I was 
lucky enough to be in the sheds to hear his 
pregame speech to the U11 team, it was 
spine tingling, I positive his speech to the 
boys that day about team mates and team 
work played a big part in their great season. 
Thank you. 

I’m positive I will have missed someone who 
has played key roles throughout the year. 
Thank you to all of the First Aid officers, 
ground set up & pack up team, canteen 
helpers, ground managers, referees, team 
managers, coaches and trainers. The club 
cannot run without volunteers. We will 
never say no to help, even if you cannot 
do a role full time please put your hand up 
even if for an hour in the canteen or help 
with field set.

To finish up I must than my wife Sarah and 
Family for allowing me to take on the role, 
i was often late home due to a committee 
meeting, or a training session, going down 
early of a morning or afternoon to help, or 
the often-late nights on the phone. Sarah 
even made her debut as a scorer for the U8 
this year…… Than you Sarah, Jack & Archie! 

I’m looking forward to seeing everyone 
again in 2019.

Todd Darvall
President   
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TREASURER REPORT
ANDREW DRENNAN

2018 was once again a busy year for the 
club with many factors contributing to the 
ongoing success of the club.

After many years helping at the club starting 
off as a spectator, trainer, then coach, refer-
ee, setup and pack up crew then graduating 
to the lofty position of BBQ duty on a 
Friday night I thought it was time to put up 
my hand and volunteer as the treasurer for 
year 2018. 

I’m glad I did as it’s a great club to be in-
volved in and as I’d been around since 2010 
performing the above roles it was great to 
see all the work that goes on behind the 
scenes.

Firstly, I’d like to thank all the committee 
members who made the job easy and 
provided the support when needed, its 
not hard to see why the Raiders are so 
successful when you see the work of all 
these people up close, I highly recommend 
everyone has a go at one of the committee 
positions at some stage.

Also, a big shout out to Skye and Banjo 
Roberts who without their help our Friday 
nights would have been a shambles, they 
turned up every Friday and helped with the 
canteen and BBQ.

Vaughan, Todd and Mitch – thanks to you 
guys for chipping in with providing supplies 
when I couldn’t get there.

The Raiders have had a steady year finan-
cially with the re-introduction of the social 
night and a solid player registration income 
adding to the balance sheet.

The canteen continued to provide a good 
source of income with some new ideas 
coming from Charlotte and Sally with the 
popular curry night just one, well done 
Charlotte.

On the safety front Vaughan our first aid 
officer was on the front foot with the pur-
chase of a club first defibrillator unit which 
will hopefully never be used but a must have 
-well done Vaughan.

The MVJRL bank accounts as at 28/8/18  
are as follows:

This represents an increase of $13,844.56 
over this time last year.

Income for the year was up from last year 
mostly due to the social night which was 
well received by everyone.

A shout out to Jason Death for his great 
work with the sponsors as well, he contin-
ues to grow this avenue year after year.

Some Income streams for the club (as of 
28/8/18):

Some Major Expenses (as of 28/8/18):

All the hard work provided by the volun-
teers of this great club has led to a healthy 
financial position, through the same effort 
and new ideas we hope to improve on this 
position again next year.

Andrew Drennan
Treasurer

Firstly, I’d like to thank all the committee members who 
made the job easy and provided the support when needed, 
its not hard to see why the Raiders are so successful when 
you see the work of all these people up close, I highly 
recommend everyone has a go at one of the committee 
positions at some stage.

Uniforms/Merchandise $17,812.21
Canteen Supplies $7,311.30
Photos $3,075.00
Trophies $3,746.00
Gear $2,172.30

Sponsorships $32,150.00  
(out of $38,450.00)
Social Night $9,261.06  
(after expenses)
Canteen $18,754.40 
(before expenses)
Registrations $29,572.76 
(after fees)

Power Saver  $10,663.08
Society Cheque $51,400.62
Term Deposit  $100,000.00 
Net Position  = $162,063.70
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REGISTRAR REPORT
SHONAGH WHEELER

Another fun and exciting season at the 
Raiders saw the club field 17 teams in the 
MWJRL competition. The club managed to 
gain a huge 205 player registrations which 
was up on last years numbers. We had 
56 volunteers register this year which is 
amazing effort. Thank you to everyone who 
volunteered their time and energy this year, 
it really does help make the club a fun place 
for the kids to enjoy playing footy with their 
friends. 

Our 17 enthusiastic teams consisted of 3 
under 6’s, 3 under 7’s, 2 under 8’s, 2 under 
9’s, 2 under 10’s, 1 under 11, 1 under 12, 1 
under 13, 1 under 14 and 1 under 17. All 
teams played extremely well and should be 
proud of themselves for representing Mona 
Vale Raiders with pride. 

Whether you helped out in the canteen, on 
the BBQ, first aid, ground manager, trainer, 
setting up fields, packing up equipment and 
even just being there to support the team, 
the club wouldn’t be able to run without 
the all the countless and tireless hours that 

are put into running such a successful club. 
We are lucky that we have so many parents 
that get involved, not only do the kids love 
having you around it helps to make the 
season run smoothly.  

There were a few problems with the online 
registrations, my apologies’ for that, as we 
all know technology likes to do funny things 
at times and in the middle of footy rego’s is 
no better time than any. Thank you for being 
patient with the system and myself and 
getting through it all. 

This was my first year being registrar, I 
had huge shoes to fill with Nat leaving to 
move to the Sunshine Coast. I was nervous, 
I’ll admit, but with the help of Nat, Todd 
and Richie we managed to get everyone 
registered, in teams and hopefully happy, 
I couldn’t have done it with our help and 
support so huge thank you to them. I have 
learned a lot, met a lot of new and lovely 
people through out the season. Thank you 
for your help and support, I really couldn’t 
have done it with out you all. 

Early bird registrations are a real bonus for 
the club in terms of getting organised. It is 
easier to get uniforms sorted, teams organ-
ised, keep the committee up to date and 
just for forward planning for the club. I urge 
everyone to get in as early as they can next 
season and register so that the club can be 
organised and prepared for next year. I am 
sure it will be another bumper season with 
lots of bright and eager little footy stars 
coming through the younger age groups. 

If any of your information changes during 
the season, please notify the registrar so 
that you can keep up to date with all the 
information for next season.

Thank you again for everyone’s support and 
patience, I am honoured to be part of such 
an amazing club! I hope you all enjoy a fun 
and happy off season and look forward to 
seeing everyone back here next year.

Shonagh Wheeler
Registrar

Whether you helped out in the canteen, on the BBQ, 
first aid, ground manager, trainer, setting up fields, packing 
up equipment and even just being there to support the 
team, the club wouldn’t be able to run without the all the 
countless and tireless hours that are put into running such a 
successful club. 
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SPONSORSHIP REPORT
JASON DEATH

What another successful year it has been for 
the Mona Vale Raiders sponsorship team. I 
need to thank Todd for his support in helping 
to bring on 4 new sponsors to the club.

We always receive unbelievable support from 
our major sponsor Domain, thanks Nik Vuko 
and Jack Elsegood. 

Big thanks to both Clinton Dive and Josh 
Stuart for increasing their sponsorship spend 
from the 2017 season with their respective 
companies, Pittwater Mowers and Jewel 
Finance on the jersey.

Great to have seven (7) new company  
sponsors coming on board this year being:

1. Northline - Matt Verzeletti
2. Northern Beaches Concreting – Tony Kelly
3. Toughdog Suspension – John Agostino
4. The Fruitful Boxes – Frank & Gloria Molluso

5. Mitronics – Roger Amir
6. Eleven 11 Café  
 Jack Elsegood and Pete Cosentino
7. Alectrics – Alex Hayman

Thank you all for your new support. Not to 
mention our loyal ongoing sponsors:

1. Paul Whitfield Plumbing – Paul Whitfield 
2. Atlas Constructions – Frank Sergi
3. The Pool Centre – Michael Dawson
4. Bored Monkey –  
 Craig Godden & Dave O’Donnell
5. Evolution Construction –  
 Ben & Shonagh Wheeler
6. Concept 42 – Myself
7. Ron Flew Excavations – Ron Flew 
8. Pittwater RSL – Kris Deamer

We can’t do it without all you.

 

Also need to mention Rod Fisher from Mona 
Vale Quality Butchers as he donates all the 
sausages we sell on the barbeque Friday night 
and Saturday mornings.

There is also one company I need to thank 
and that is Blackmores for donating a $2,000 
holiday gift voucher. Huge thanks to Jen and 
Kurt Schulenburg for sourcing a great prize 
for our fundraiser night. What a great night!

Looking forward to seeing all the sponsors on 
our end of season thank you cruise.

Till Then when sailing the high seas,

Jason Death
Sponsorship Manager

What another successful year it has been for the Mona Vale 
Raiders sponsorship team. I need to thank Todd for his  
support in helping to bring on 4 new sponsors to the club.

Sponsorship Cruise
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HUGE THANKS TO ALL OUR CLUB SPONSORS
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SOCIAL COORDINATOR REPORT
JENNY SCHULENBURG

What a night!
For all those who attended, THANK YOU! 
Your support has secured the club’s social 
night back on the calendar. This major 
fundraising event for the club has been 
non-existent for the past couple of years 
and with your help, we managed to raise 
much needed funds for the club which will 
assist in the future to supply our kids with 
new uniforms and equipment each year. 

This year, the social night was held at the 
Bored Monkey in Narrabeen. As one of our 
long-term sponsors of the club, they went 
above and beyond to ensure the night was 
successful. 

Along with the many donations we received 
to raffle off throughout the night, we also 
received an $2000 donation from a local 
family business to give away as a lucky door 
prize. With this, numbers soared beyond 
expectations which added to the thrill of 
the night.

Jake Trbojevic snuck away from Origin camp 
and Matt Ballin flew down from Brisbane 
to be MC for the night. Having these two 
behind the microphone was one of the 
highlights. Mark Bryant used his auctioneer 
experience to maximise the bidding for 
the jerseys which were kindly donated by 
Jake (2018 Indigenous Round Jersey), Matt 
Ballin (Manly 2015 Jersey), Manly Sea Eagles 
(2018 Team), West Tigers ( 2018 Team or-
ganised by Matt Ballin) Rooster (2018 Team 
organised by Nathan Hogan) and Anthony 
Minichiello Jersey (donated by uniform 
supplier ISC). Also a special thank you for 
Daniel from Equipment Warehouse who 
paid for all of the framing on the Jerseys. All 
3 personalities have already booked their 
spot at the social event again next year!

Final tally for the evening was a huge 
$9261.06 which will go towards supporting 
our junior league players into the future. 
Mona Vale Raiders is the largest junior 
rugby league club on the beaches and these 
much-needed funds add to the develop-
ment of our young players. 

Without this support, the club would 
struggle to provide new uniforms, balls and 
training equipment each year. 

These sorts of nights don’t work without 
the support of some of our club members, 
I want to personally thank Todd Darvall, he 
has not only been a great President for our 
club this year, but also the work he does 
behind the scenes is outstanding, especially 
his assistance in the social night. To Shonagh 
Wheeler and Kate Burge, you gave up your 
fun night to help me sell raffle tickets at the 
door! THANK YOU! And of course, a huge 
thank you to all those who donated prizes 
for our raffle. Without those prizes, the 
night would not have been as successful. 

Look forward to making the event bigger 
and better next year!

Jenny Schulenburg
Social Coordinator

These sorts of nights don’t work without the support of 
some of our club members, I want to personally thank Todd 
Darvall, he has not only been a great President for our club 
this year, but also the work he does behind the scenes is 
outstanding, especially his assistance in the social night. 
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SOCIAL COORDINATOR REPORT
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CANTEEN REPORT
CHARLOTTE HORTY

I’m positive I would have said hello to 
you all throughout the season but if not 
I’m Charlotte, A mum of three Mona Vale 
Raiders players. My twins Harvey and Jack 
played for the Mona Vale Raiders for two 
years in the U6’s in 2014 and 2015, whilst 
my youngest son Joel sat on the sideline tak-
ing note.  In 2015 I was the Team Manager 
for their U6 team but sadly we didn’t return 
in 2016 as we moved north to the Gold 
Coast and the boys continued their league 
career with the Burleigh Bears in U7’s and 
U8’s, I was the Manager and their dad, my 
hubby was the Coach.

We relocated back to Sydney and obviously 
the boys wanted to re-join the Mona Vale 
Raiders.  I said that this year, after years of 
performing a role I was going to do nothing 
and just be a mum cheering on from the 
sideline… but when I was asked if I was 
interested in helping in the Canteen and 
here I am.

I had a meeting with the previous Canteen 
Manager Corinna early in the off season 
and all was going well until she informed 
me I needed to collect bread at 7am on a 
Saturday!  For someone who needs multiple 
strong coffees before functioning I thought 
Seriously 7am on a weekend, what have I 

signed up for lol…  However, I learned to 
rise early on a Saturday, which was helped 
by Frank & Andrew getting me a coffee or 
three and Banjo making me a bacon and 
egg sandwich “raiders Style” of course I was 
ready to tackle the day ahead, so thanks 
guys!

My favourite thing about being in the  
Canteen was working on a Friday night with 
my best friend Sally.  We had such fun meet-
ing all the parents that were taking their kids 
to training and I’ve made some great friends.  
It was such a social night, so we come up 
with the idea of doing food themed nights 
in addition to the BBQ.  Our first themed 
night was curry night where we cooked 
slow cooked butter chicken and beef 
masala.  It was a sell out!  Poor Andrew and 
Banjo on the BBQ may as well have packed 
up early that night, I think they served 12 
sausages that night! after the success of the 
first night we decided to do it again!  Next 
on the menu was Thai curry night where we 
cooked Red Thai Chicken Curry and Beef 
Massaman Curry.  Again, it was a sell out 
and we even cooked double!

My least favourite thing about working in 
the canteen was the amount of sugar my 
kids consumed!  My tab was huge with all 

the lollies they devoured.  However, I’m 
grateful my boys hung around all day on a 
Saturday playing footy with friends, so they 
burnt of the sugar hit, they deserved their 
lollies (trying to justify their excessive sugar 
intake).

I would like to say a big thank you to all the 
Managers that provided volunteers and to 
all the parents & grandparents that gave 
their time to work either in the canteen or 
on the BBQ.  I should also officially thank my 
husband Deryck for working several hours 
on the canteen most afternoons. He now 
cooks our bacon and egg sandwiches at 
home the Mona Vale Raider famous style!
Finally thank you to everyone else that 
helped me and covered if I was away or 
running late from work so thank you to 
Skye, Kate, Sophia and Corinna and anyone 
everybody else that popped in and lent a 
helping hand as it was truly appreciated.

Well done to all the kids for playing in 
a sport they love and to all their great 
manners when being served in the canteen, 
we’re a great club… goooo Raiders!

Charlotte Horty
Canteen Manager

I would like to say a big thank you to all the Managers that 
provided volunteers and to all the parents & grandparents that 
gave their time to work either in the canteen or on the BBQ. 
I should also officially thank my husband Deryck for working 
several hours on the canteen most afternoons. He now cooks 
our bacon and egg sandwiches at home the Mona Vale Raider 
famous style!
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2018 AWARD WINNERS

MOST IMPROVED 
PLAYER

THOMAS DRENNAN

COACHES
AWARD

JACK LIND

PLAYERS
PLAYER

OSCAR ANDREWS

BEST AND  
FAIREST PLAYER

BAILEY BATCHELOR

TRAINERS
AWARD

MOHAMMAD PRINCE KAMARA

COACHES
AWARD

BEN ATTFIELD

MOST IMPROVED
PLAYER

FINN STEVENS

BEST AND  
FAIREST PLAYER
ISAIAH MACRI

MANAGERS
AWARD

INDI HARRIS

MOST IMPROVED 
PLAYER

LACHLAN JONES

PLAYERS
PLAYER

DUKE STUBINGTON

MOST VALUEABLE
PLAYER

SAM SCHULENBERG

TRAINERS
AWARD

LUKE DAVIE

BEST 
DEFENDER

MARK HARDER

MOST IMPROVED
PLAYER

BLAKE IBAY

BEST AND  
FAIREST PLAYER
LUCAS GEREAUX

BEST AND  
FAIREST PLAYER

BRYN WOOLDRIDGE

TEAM MAN OF 
THE YEAR

COOPER VICKERY

NEVER GIVE UP 
AWARD

ASHLEY DENE

BEST DEBUT  
SEASON

JACK SMITH

UNDER 
9M

UNDER 
9W

UNDER 
10M

UNDER 
10W

UNDER 
11
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2018 AWARD WINNERS

PLAYERS
PLAYER

DYLAN CHARLIER

BEST 
FORWARD

ELIO ALEXOPOULOS

BEST BACK

BENJAMIN SCHUETRUMPF

BEST AND  
FAIREST PLAYER

BEN COOPER

MOST CONSISTANT
PLAYER

BEN COUPER

BEST BACK

JACK PALMER

BEST  
FORWARD

HARRISON SHIPTON

BEST AND  
FAIREST PLAYER

MATT HANLY

COACHES
AWARD

TYRONE YOUNGMAN

MOST VALUABLE
PLAYER

BEN TRBOJEVIC

BEST AND  
FAIREST PLAYER

ANGUS O’DONNELL

ROOKIE OF
THE YEAR

JACK SCHOFIELD

COACHES
AWARD

LEVI MOGER

MOST CONSISTENT
PLAYER

AUSTIN MALONE

TRAINERS  
AWARD

CHARLIE BOYLE

MOST CONSISTANT 
PLAYER

HUNTER OWENS

MOST IMPROVED
PLAYER

MITCH DOWNMAN

BEST AND  
FAIREST PLAYER
BAXTER WARNER

UNDER 
12

UNDER 
13

UNDER 
14

UNDER 
17
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Mona Vale Raiders JRLFC

CLUB PERSON OF THE YEAR

VAUGHAN WOOLDRIDGE MITCH MURPHY

The Club Person of the Year is someone 
who goes over and beyond to help the club 
in what ever way they can. This could be 
as a ground manager, committee member, 
referee, on the BBQ, setting up or packing 
away the gear at Newport, being a coach or 
a trainer

When going through the candidates there 
were two people who stood out because 
both people did all the above I just men-
tioned, to do all of this with a family and the 
other winner without having kids actively 
playing at the club.

I’m proud to announce the joint winners 
of this year’s Club Person of the Year are 
Vaughan Wooldridge and Mitch Murphy 

I will start with Vaughan, shined in his role 
at recruitment manager with Mona Vale 

increasing numbers and I dare say it was all 
Vaughan’s hard work in arranging NRL and 
Manly Sea Eagles to come and visit schools 
in our local area and helped in running the 
Come & Try Day. Vaughan also went above 
and beyond in his role as first aid manager, 
he organised the defib machine for the club 
which I believe we were one of the first to 
have on the northern beaches. Vaughan also 
arranged the boat for the sponsors thank 
you cruise, on top of that vaughan was a 
trainer for the U9M team, helped with the 
set up and pack up of the field and was 
assistant CEO to Andy in the pre-pack up 
meetings and among other things was a 
valued voice on the committee 

Mitch, aka supercoach, he was coach of the 
U11 team that made it into the grand final, 
was a guaranteed starter for set up on the 
cold winter mornings down at Newport, 

he was a ground manager, a referee, and 
was also on the BBQ for sometimes hours 
on end or one day while his team was 
warming up due to a rush at the BBQ. He 
also attended Manly Junior League Meetings 
fortnightly and was also on the committee 
this year. As mentioned above to not have 
any kids still playing at the club and to turn 
up and volunteer countless hours in a huge 
effort. 

You are both great assets to the club with 
great work ethics, I hope next year we can 
find a couple more “Vaughan’s & Mitch’s” 
that can assist and continue the great work 
they have done in 2018.

Committee Members
Mona Vale Raiders JRLFC

When going through the candidates there were two people who stood 
out because both people did all the above I just mentioned, to do all 
of this with a family and the other winner without having kids actively 
playing at the club.
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JUNIOR CLUBMAN OF THE YEAR
JOEL BURDON

The Junior Clubman of the Year award is 
for someone who does more than just turn 
up and play each weekend, it is somebody 
who is happy to help in any way possible for 
the club. This could be BBQ duties, pack up 
duties or what every needs to be done.

The winner this year did exactly that, and 
I’m pleased to announce the winner in 2018 
in Joel Burdon. Joel is a member of the U/14 
Grand Final team

He was guaranteed to be at Newport with 
Dad Scott (Thanks Scott for another big 
year) every Saturday morning rain hail or 
shine to help set up the fields before he 
went and played in his game later in the day 

For a young guy his club passion is outstand-
ing, I witnessed a game down at Newport 
which was a very tough game and to see 
Joel encouraging and supporting his team 
mates in time of need is what team spirit is 

all about.  As a club we are very honoured 
to have you apart of our club 

Thanks Again Joel for helping out in 2018.

Committee Members
Mona Vale Raiders JRLFC

The Junior Clubman of the Year award is for someone who 
does more than just turn up and play each weekend, it is 
somebody who is happy to help in any way possible for 
the club. This could be BBQ duties, pack up duties or what 
every needs to be done.
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Mona Vale Raiders JRLFC

UNDER 6 MAROON 

As a lover of Rugby League, I had always hoped that I would one day 
be a part of a great club, this year I was lucky enough to be a part of 
the Mona Vale Raiders. As the under 6 team was looking for a coach 
and manager, I was happy to put my hand up to help the young lads 
have a fun and successful season. As part of a successful season for 
an under 6 team must be the fact that they smile, laugh and enjoy 
the whole process.

I was blessed with an amazingly talented bunch of young men who 
came week in and week out with the greatest attitude we could have 
asked for. The boys loved to tackle, run the ball and most importantly 
laugh whilst doing this. Again, we had an amazing young group of 
boys that gave their best which for our team generally turned into a 
lot of amazing tries, big tackles and great mateship. 

Our offense was outstanding, we had the ability to score long range 
tries as well as busting through tackles at will, this was amazing to 
watch and to add to this as the season progressed we also started to 
offload, and score tries more as a team which made me very proud. 
We had an ability to score from all parts of the field, our small men 
and our big men busted over the line for a try. 

Our boys showed no fear all year. We tackled hard, we tackled smart 
and we learned the technique of team tackling through clinics held at 
the club. Many highlights of the year were through our defence, our 
never die attitude and the ability to always give their best and put 
their bodies on the line for their team mates.
 
 As we are all aware, the parents play a very large part in the attitude 
and will of our children. Once again, I am proud to say thank you to 
all our parents as you were always willing to help run water, coach 
the boys and just be morale support when our children may have 
been hurt by a tackle. A special thanks to our amazing manager 

Sheena Hunter, with 4 of her own children to prepare each day, 
Sheena was always on hand with the awards, making sure we had the 
numbers for each game and very importantly making sure someone 
was bringing oranges and lollies. On top of that, we have some 
awesome dads who jumped in to run the boys when needed, Duane, 
Gus and Damian you lads were awesome, and your support was 
much appreciated. 

Lastly, I would like to thank the club. Mona Vale is amazing club to be 
a part of and with 3 sons I hope to be here for many years to come. 
All aspects are very well run, from the gear through to the amazing 
food on the BBQ which we all know is due to all the hard work of 
the dedicated committee. 

Matthew Papandrea
Coach

Our boys showed no fear all year. We tackled hard, we tackled smart 
and we learned the technique of team tackling through clinics held at 
the club. Many highlights of the year were through our defence, our 
never die attitude and the ability to always give their best and put 
their bodies on the line for their team mates.

COACH MATTHEW PAPANDREA

MANAGER SHEENA HUNTER

Brodie Gamson    15

Kingston Hunter    15

Brody Kelly    12

Jaxon Lee Hang    12

Elijah Papandrea    15

Sonny Smyth    16

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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UNDER 6 MAROON 

Brody “bull dog” has shown no fear throughout 
the season, putting his body on the line week in 
and week out. I was so impressed as he took on 
the largest opponent in U6 and cut him down like 
a tree lopper. Brody consistently brings laughter 
and enjoyment to every training and every game. 
Look forward to watching him grow.

BRODY KELLY

Jaxon all be it the youngest and smallest player 
in the team, had had the ability to lead the older 
players throughout the game. Jaxon has the nat-
ural skill, the desire and drive to develop his skills 
into a fine young player.

JAXON LEE-HANG

Brodie “Goldy locks” confidence has grown 
throughout the season. His tacking and defence 
has been solid. He continues to drive the team 
spirit and never steps back from an opponent. 
Hope he continues with rugby league as I’d love 
to continue coaching him as his spirit is inspiring. 

BRODIE GRAMSON

Kingston “King Kong” has been a pleasure to 
coach. Week in and week out he puts 100% in, 
Kong shows great leadership with the younger 
players and an ability to change the course of a 
game. Kong’s natural ability and motivation is the 
strength of his game and I can’t wait to watch 
Kong play for Australia very soon. 

KINGSTON HUNTER

Sonny’s stature is deceiving as he has shown 
strength and power in his attack and defence 
much larger than his frame. Sonny has great vision 
and enjoys playing behind the line, this type of 
talent is rare, and I look forward to watching him 
play in an elite level in the future. 

SONNY SMYTH

Elijah “bear” is always eager and busting at the 
seams to train and play games. In his first season 
he has learned team spirit, mateship and has 
developed skills of this great game. Elijah has no 
fear in attack or defence, hopefully this continues 
through this football journey and he will develop 
through the Raiders grades and onto greater 
things.

ELIJAH PAPANDREA
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UNDER 6 WHITE

“Outstanding season, full of fun”

Firstly, I’d like to give a massive thank you to the club for the  
opportunity to take on the coaching roll. Hunter and I first came 
down to Newport Oval just to watch some junior footy. 

I just happened to get chatting with Chris Warren about the club 
and game, he then told me they needed more coaches and trainers, 
which was something I’ve always wanted to be involved with, been 
a massive rugby league fan, he then introduced me Todd Darvall 
(President) and that’s practically where it all started, so thank you 
very much for support.

At my first coaches and Manager’s meeting I have to say there was  
a lot of help and support from everyone and I walked out more  
confident about the whole thing, so once again thank you to  
everyone at the club.

And of course, a massive thank you to all the parents for all your 
support throughout the season, making my first year so much  
more fun and easy going, hoping to see you all again next year.
Big thank you to Anthony McDermott (trainer) and Sally Warren 
(manager) for everything you’ve done.

Now........ these kids the mighty Mona Vale Raiders u6 whites, WOW 
what a bunch of legends, this team was so impressive all season, after 
our first game against Narraweena our boys realised what it takes to 
play footy and from that point on they found that competitive edge 
in them.

For us coaches it’s all about kids having fun but this group wanted to 
win no matter. The boys put in a lot of hard work at training including 
dancing around just, so they could be treated with a game or two 
of ball rush. There skills got better and better every week, passing, 
catching, playing the ball, tackling and most importantly working 
together as a team. So impressive that even I’m looking forward to 
next season and seeing what these kids are capable of. 

So finally, a MASSIVE thank you to this group of kids, Mona Vale 
Raiders under 6 (White) for all the fun moments we’ve had this year, 
you all deserve a packet of snakes each lol.

Jordan Pamata
Coach

At my first coaches and manager’s meeting I have to say there 
was a lot of help and support from everyone and I walked out 
more confident about the whole thing, so once again thank you 
to everyone at the club.

COACH JORDAN PAMATA

MANAGER SALLY WARREN

Bobby Warren    13

Joel Horty    14

Charles McDermott    14

Julian Mansell    13

Hunter Pamata    16

Jacob Coleman    15

Cruize Chase    12

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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UNDER 6 WHITE

This was Hunters first season, I could not be 
prouder of work and effort you put into learning 
the game and more importantly caring for your 
team mates. Very good ball skills Great work 
Hunter.

HUNTER PAMATA

Jake the tackling machine has got to be one of 
the best tacklers I’ve ever seen when it comes 
to junior footy. Great ball handling, no fear, works 
extremely hard for his team.
Good work Jake.

JAKE COLEMAN

Bobby is a natural all-rounder, never scared, always 
putting his hand up and willing to wait his turn 
when needed, True team player.
Bobby the bulldozer.

BOBBY WARREN

Julian is always up for a bit of fun, keen to be with 
his team and a very hard ball runner, can fend of 
anyone with his robot palm. Good work Optimus 
Prime.

JULIAN MANSELL

Joel the juggernaut was something special what 
he lacks in height he makes up with in strength, 
when running the ball, he will break any tackle 
sometimes against 2 or 3 defenders. Never 
underestimate the little guy.

JOEL HORTY

Charlie well he just does it all. Puts himself in front 
of anyone to make a tackle no questions. Natural 
ball runner Keep up the hard work Charlie, what 
a legend.

CHARLIE McDERMOTT

Cruize is just a straight up legend always turning 
up with a smile and cheeky comment or two. 
Runs the ball hard and tackles making some of 
the meanest noises that could scare anyone in his 
path. Great work this season Cruize keep it up.

CRUIZE CHASE
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UNDER 6 BLUE

Under 6 Blues:  “ Thanks for the great memories “ 

Our year began with a group of very different little personalities, all 
bonded by a level of energy that was only rivaled by their enthusiasm 
to play rugby league. Our first training session was dedicated to 
introducing each other, and with some very big personalities myself 
and our Trainer Josh Richards worked hard over the coming weeks 
to make each session entertaining enough but inclusive of some 
fundamental tackling and passing drills. 

Being the first time, I had coached such a young age and having 2 of 
the boys never being involved in a full season before. Coming into 
our first game against Narraweena I had no real handle on what 
to expect. Once the game began it became evident that the group 
were naturally gifted being lined up against a team that had played a 
full year together and clearly had a size advantage. Even in that first 
encounter the boys showed enormous courage and really looked 
out for each other and competed every step of the way.

Throughout the coming weeks the improvement in each of the boys 
was out and out incredible with each member of the team, making 
high contributions each week. The major hi- lite from a coaching 
perspective was how well they defended in the later games, with a 
close bond together we achieved some exceptional defensive efforts 
and in the later games through the ball around like the “Harlem 
globe trotters.” 

I would personally like to thank Josh (trainer) and Kasey Richards, 
who assisted with all distribution of game times and training changes 
and to all the parents who helped at training and on game day. I can 
honestly say it was one of the most enjoyable experiences I have had 
in rugby league and I hope to see everyone back next year.

Mark Rutherford
Coach

The major hi- lite from a coaching perspective was how well 
they defended in the later games, with a close bond together we 
achieved some exceptional defensive efforts and in the later games 
through the ball around like the “Harlem globe trotters.” 

COACH MARK RUTHERFORD

ASSISTANT COACH JOSH RICHARDS

MANAGER KASEY RICHARDS

Jai Spencer    13

Mason Carbonetti    14

Beau Fairless    15

Kai Lowery    14

Noah Rutherford    14

Korbin Richards    13

Chase Needs    14

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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UNDER 6 BLUE

Jai had a cracking year! and had one of the best 
tackling techniques in the team, having had 
one year under his belt he demonstrated great 
improvement week to week, his post tackle 
muscle flexes were a real treat and created so 
much entertainment for all of us. Jai also treated 
us to some very barnstorming tries!  “Great Work 
{Arnie } Jai ! “

JAI SPENCER

Mason, was another one of our most fierce 
competitors having played the season previously, 
Mason started with a bang! his ability to ball 
and all tackle for his size was a clear example 
of how size doesn’t matter. Mason would often 
come up to me to tell me he was running out of 
fingers counting his tries, and constantly kept the 
mangers on task with score enquires.  “Awesome 
work Mason! “

MASON CARBONETTI

Beau, was a Fearless competitor who gave 100 
% every week and personally set such a high 
standard for each of his performances. His ability 
to score tries from all over the field was a joy to 
watch, and to be honest only counted the try if 
he ran full field. Beau’s commitment he showed in 
cover defense would put some first-grade players 
to shame.  “Amazing Beau! “

BEAU FAIRLESS

Korbin, was our youngest player and being his 
first year playing he made excellent improvement 
week to week. Once the big guy turned on the 
engine he was unstoppable, I vividly remember 
him saying to me Mark why didn’t you tell me 
that was the try line! With another year under 
his belt he will be a force to be reckoned with.  
“Great work Korb’s “

KORBIN RICHARDS

Kai, was another player who had played in 2017 
and demonstrated great improvement week to 
week again was another outstanding defender, 
and scored some very entertaining tries, most of 
which he ran twice as far as the rest of the boys, 
but his determination always got him over the 
line, through the later games he developed a very 
precise off load which help the team get some 
great second phase play. “Well done Kai! “

KAI LOWERY

Noah, was our smallest little champ! having had a 
small taste last year the improvement he showed 
throughout the games exceeded all of our expec-
tations. He was a natural try scorer who could 
changed direction on his feet at full speed, gave 
all of us some memorable moments. But it was 
his effort in defense through the last 5 games that 
was the most pleasing leading the charge.  “So 
proud of you Flash! “

NOAH RUTHERFORD

Chase, was by far our most improved player from 
a little guy that was always putting his team mates 
first. His improvement with how he ran the ball 
and he defensive was one of the most rewarding 
experiences this year. Chase by the end of the 
season was scoring full field tries and pulling off 
some great tackles. Excellent work Chase “Keep 
supporting the Bulldogs we will come good 
mate“.

CHASE NEEDS
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UNDER 7 MAROON

This year has been another enjoyable year, we have been working 
hard on our defence and have made improvements to our one on 
one tackling and have learned the importance of the two man tackle. 
In attack we have been learning to play with a dummy half, support 
the ball runner and to off load a pass when we can.

We have even created our first set play……try time!

The boys have been playing together as a team for a few years now 
and it is great to see a group of boys evolve into a playing group of 
close mates, they are always excited to see each other at training 
and they bring along a lot of energy to make the training sessions 
enjoyable and energetic.

Thank you to Skye for her great management of the team, Anthony 
for his help with training and for the parent’s assistance on the BBQ, 
ground set up, canteen or supporting the boys at training or on game 
day.

All this contribution helps with the boy’s development in the game 
and helps the clubs reputation as one of the strongest junior rugby 
league clubs on the Northern beaches.

Alex Hayman
Coach

Thank you to Skye for her great management of the team,  
Anthony for his help with training and for the parent’s assistance 
on the BBQ, ground set up, canteen or supporting the boys at 
training or on game day.

COACH ALEX HAYMAN

ASSISTANT COACH ANTHONY CAMPOS

MANAGER SKYE MATHEW

Liam Hayman    20

Henry Drennan    16

Tawa - Inka Campos    17

Hugo Roberts    20

Braxton Kelly    13

Kai Cogan    16

Tate Wooldridge    18

Elijah Franks    16

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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UNDER 7 MAROON

He is a much disciplined, hardworking boy and 
has a smile that is infectious. His dedication to 
training clearly shows on the field with plenty of 
strong running try’s and hard hitting tackles. He is 
well liked amongst his team mates.

TAWA CAMPOS

Elijah is a very strong ball runner and loves to 
score a try, he has been working very hard on 
his defence this year and has made a significant 
improvement and is now a very reliable defender 
and try scoring machine. 

ELIJAH FRANKS

The strong man with a big heart, he would do 
anything for his team mates and his team mates 
would do anything for him. Henry is a very polite 
and well-mannered boy and is a credit to this 
team and club.

HENRY DRENNAN

His size and strength must give his opposition 
nightmares, Kai has worked hard at training and 
this is noticeable on game day, with plenty of try’s 
coming from his strong attacking runs. His defence 
is solid and is liked by his team mates.

KAI COGAN

Tate has a big motor and great tackling technique, 
he is everywhere on the footy field, always 
putting his hand up for a strong run which usually 
leads to a try or is working in the middle of the 
field tackling for his team mates. 

TATE WOOLDRIDGE

 Hugo has a very strong and powerful run in 
attack and scores plenty of try’s for his team, he 
puts on a solid tackle and has a good tackling 
technique. He is a very competitive and deter-
mine boy and has his team mate’s support.

HUGO ROBERTS

He plays with a lot of effort and is a team player, 
he would do anything for his mates and is a com-
petitive player with a cheeky smile. He works hard 
at training and loves the game rugby league.

LIAM HAYMAN

He always puts a lot of effort in his training and 
has developed a very handy side step in attack, 
his line speed in defence is perfect and his tackling 
has improved, he is a very funny and happy boy 
and is liked by his team mates.

BRAXTON KELLY
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UNDER 7 WHITE

I would just like to say how much fun it was coaching the mighty 
under 7 whites this year. A few of the boys had played together last 
year and the rest of the lads were playing for the first time but you 
wouldn’t have picked it if you saw how brilliant they played together 
as a team. These little legends always gave 100% at training and 110% 
at the games, all the boys crossed the line for some marvellous tries 
through the season. They knew they had to tackle and that they did. 
It was incredible to watch as a coach and I’m sure to the parents and 
spectators as well. Most importantly these boys were always happy 
and having fun, weather it was training or game day they became 
tight as a team and all became good mates. I would like to say it was 
a privilege to coach these boys, watching them grow and enjoying 
themselves playing though out the year. I think everyone one of them 
is a little rugby league star and I’m really looking forward to seeing 
them all next year.

I would like to mention two very important people who made it a 
lot easier for myself and the running of the team. A big thanks to Bec 
our manager for organising our training times, game times, important 
news and emailing out to all the players parents also doing the time 
and scoring on each game day and all the paper work you have 

done, awesome job Bec and thankyou again. To big Matt our trainer, 
thanks buddy it was great having you help out at training and on 
game day. I could see the boys enjoyed having you there but most of 
all I did, cheers mate your help was most appreciated. 

Lastly to all the parents new and old to the club I met this year, I 
hope you all enjoyed watching the boys develop and improve into 
the little rugby league stars they are.  I hope to see every one of you 
back again next year. And a special mention to the under 7 Maroons 
and 7 Blue for lending us players when we were short and letting 
our boys play with your teams. 

Thank you all again.

Tony Toy
Coach

They knew they had to tackle and that they did. It was incredible 
to watch as a coach and I’m sure to the parents and spectators as 
well. Most importantly these boys were always happy and having 
fun, weather it was training or game day they became tight as a 
team and all became good mates. 

COACH TONY TOY

MANAGER BEC HALAKAS

Jake Matthes    12

Blake Toy    16

Kobe Halakas    15

Kai Bryant    15

Lincoln Trindorfer    10

Chisel Maverick Hunter    11

Archie Lisle    15

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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It was Kai’s first year playing  rugby league an 
what a great first year it was. He was our smallest 
player in the team but that meant nothing as he 
had the speed of the FLASH. When Kai got the 
ball, he would look for open space and if there 
was some it was always try time, when it came to 
defending he never gave up. He made many try 
saving tackles running them down from behind, 
awesome stuff in your first year Kai.

KAI BRYANT

Kobe was another boy in the team this year who 
enjoyed his first year of rugby league. He picked 
up the game pretty much straight away and if 
there was anything he was not too sure about he 
would come straight up and ask. Kobe would take 
it all in then on game day BAM he would go on 
the field and cut loose and score many brilliant 
tries. Kobe’s tackling was good at the start of the 
season but by the second half it was awesome. 
Great work Kobe keep it up, you will be even 
better next year.

KOBE HALAKAS

Archie was another boy playing rugby league for 
the first time but you wouldn’t think so, he always 
had a big smile on his face at training and on 
game day but as soon as it was time to play he 
would switch that to footy mode. As soon as Ar-
chie got the ball in his hands it would be sidestep 
after sidestep and the speed to go with it. Archie 
would make a try out of nothing and his defence 
was spot on, superb first year Archie.

ARCHIE LISLE

What a great second year my boy Blake the 
crusher had. He left of from the end of last 
season where he was smashing the opposition 
to this year crushing them. Pretty much always 
took down the biggest opposition player for us 
and always came in and helped his team mates 
put the other players to the ground. Blake scored 
many great tries running around the outside 
for us but when he realised he had the size and 
strength to run hard up the middle he did just 
that. Outstanding year and look forward to seeing 
it all again next year. 

BLAKE TOY

Jake was one of the boys from the team last year 
and it was great to see him playing again this 
year. He was always keen at training to improve 
his game and his improvement through the year 
was outstanding. Jake was the quiet one of the 
boys on the field the opposition would be fooled.  
Jake was always keen for a hit up and his tackling 
especially at the second part of the season was 
powerful as many opposition players found out. 
Keep it up Jake well done.

JAKE MATTHES

It was great having Chisel in the team, he was 
another boy who always had a big smile on his 
face. Chisel’s smile would brush of onto all of us 
especially at training. I found at games he would 
always jump into dummy half if there wasn’t 
anyone there to keep the team going forward and 
he is elusive and very quick. Chisel brings speed 
to his ruthless defence taking them down before 
they get any momentum. it was Chisel’s first year 
playing for the Mona vale raider and he played 
extremely well. He is a great team player and 
hoping to see that talent again next year with of 
course that big smile.

CHISEL MAVERICK

It was great seeing Lincoln running around again 
in the team this year. He was great at taking it all 
in and listening at training and it showed as he 
played the game amazingly. When he got the ball 
in his hands and started to jink, look out he would 
put the opposition in two minds. He would make 
them go one way but he would always go the 
other, he scored many tries for the team doing 
that and he gave all in his defence, great season 
this year Lincoln.

LINCOLN TRINDORFER
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What a year for the mighty Mona Vale Raiders U/7 Blues!  With so 
many highlights, I thought it may be best to look at it like a set of six 
tackles.

Tackle 1 – Small team, big hearts
We faced every game without subs – once down to five.  Equally, half 
our team were still capable of running out with the under sixes!  We 
may not have been the biggest or the strongest, but we were com-
petitive in every game and always maintained that wonderful Mona 
Vale spirit of playing well, but playing fair.

Tackle 2 – One big family
It’s impossible for every player to turn up to every game so on 
several occasions we had the pleasure of some “super subs” from 
the Whites and Maroons joining us.  To Liam, Blake, Hugo, Tawa, Tate, 
Chisel… and any I missed, a huge thanks!

Tackle 3 – “What a try!”
On a personal level, I took huge joy seeing the massive smiles when 
each of our players crossed the line for a try or made a great tackle.  
The smiles are the highlight of coaching!  On that, my coaching 
master stroke came the week after a match where we ran into touch 
around 20 times.  Solution?  Five lolly snakes available for each player 
but every time they ran out - lose a snake.  How many kids ran out 
in the next game?  None!  I’m sure Wayne Bennett employs similar 
tactics.

Tackle 4 – David versus Goliath
Early on we discovered we had our own hitman in the team.  Oscar 
seems to live by the philosophy “the bigger they are, the harder they 
fall”.  Something our 6”3 trainer, Paddo, soon found out when one 
training session ended with him nursing some broken ribs!  In the 
big guys defence, he was injured while ensuring he landed away from 
Oscar… and he still got up and played the ball!  

Tackle 5 – Lets go to the video
While Paddo was always there to help on the field or on the tongs 
at the BBQ, it was his better half, our team manager Natalie, who 
filmed and posted online videos of each game.  Every run and tackle 
in glorious i-Phone HD!  I’m sure I speak for every parent when I say 
it was much appreciated.

Tackle 6 – “We are the Raiders”
Finally, every week we finished our games with the team song.  It’s a 
memory I’ll keep – smiling faces, hands on hands as we celebrated 
another match of the greatest game of all.

All the best for the future, kids.  And thanks for having me as your 
coach! Goooooooo RAIDERS!

Sean Burke
Coach

Finally, every week we finished our games with the team song.  It’s 
a memory I’ll keep – smiling faces, hands on hands as we celebrat-
ed another match of the greatest game of all.

COACH SEAN BURKE

ASSISTANT COACH IAN PATTINSON

MANAGER NATALIE FAULKNER

Flynn Wooldridge    15

Charlie Robertson    11

Oscar Geraghty    14

Jack Pattison    15

Lewis Julian    14

Ben Burke    15

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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One of the youngest in our team but was 
involved in everything.  Loves to tackle and is 
always in the middle, ready to defend.  With the 
ball, Flynny just needed a little room and no one 
was catching him (even his team mates when he 
filled in for our opponents one time!).  Well done 
Flynny – the NRL awaits.

FLYNN WOOLDRIDGE

“Charlie Bear” is one of the most loved kids 
in our team.  Anytime he found some space, 
everyone was screaming “GO CHARLIE BEAR!”.  
Not the biggest kid and playing up a year, Charlie 
always gave his all.  You can’t help but smile when 
you’re around this little legend.

CHARLIE ROBERTSON

Oscar “The Axe” Geraghty!  This kid knows how 
to tackle!  Fearless in defence, with a wonderful 
low down style.  Oscar was also smart with his 
ball control and crossed the try line on many 
occasions.  Ball runners beware when Oscar locks 
his sights onto you.

OSCAR GERAGHTY

Benny is blessed with two things – size and speed!  
As a result, tries came pretty easily.  But it has 
been Ben’s leaps in defence that has given me the 
most joy.  His tackling definitely improved through 
the year and he always looked forward to game 
day.

BEN BURKE

Lewis is one of the kindest, most polite 7 year 
olds I’ve ever met.  But his vicious side step is just 
plain nasty!  Lightening on his feet, clearly from 
years in the backyard dodging his big brother, 
Ryan. Equally as impressive in defence and always 
putting his team first.  An absolute pleasure to 
coach.

LEWIS JULIAN

Jack is fearless and has a genuine distaste for being 
tackled or an opponent scoring.  As a result, he 
would do all he could to tackle someone or score 
a try, of which there were many. When I wasn’t on 
the field with the team, Jack showed an ability to 
lead and steer the boys around himself.  A future 
in the spine lies ahead!

JACK PATTISON
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What a privilege and honor is was to coach the under 8M Team, first 
of all I want to thank Kurt for being by myside at training and the 
games and making my first year of coaching a breeze.

Kate our gorgeous Manager you have done another amazing year of 
managing, keeping everyone so organised.
I would also like to thank all the wonderful boys, parents,
siblings and grandparents for all your support and encouragement 
this year.

Under 8M we have had a fabulous year on & off the field We all 
trained hard and played harder. We had lots of great wins and close 
loses but the most pleasing part of this job is watching the kids grow 
and develop their football skills to another level and making long 

lasting friendships. I’m so proud of you all. The way these boys played 
it will only be a matter of time before the Dragon’s scout looks this 
way

Bring on 2019.

Tony Molluso 
Coach

What a privilege and honor is was to coach the under 8M Team, 
first of all I want to thank Kurt for being by my side at training and 
the games and making my first year of coaching a breeze.

COACH TONY MOLLUSO

TRAINER KURT SCHULENBURG

MANAGER KATE BURGE

Rocco Springer    7

Andre Hunter    13

Jack Darvall    18

Lewis Corbett    14

Oliver Wooldridge    16

Taylor Yeates    16

Frank Molluso    15

Finn Burge    15

Charlie Terrill    16

Ethan Howard    15

Riley Schulenburg    14

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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What can’t this awesome kid do. Tackles like a pro 
and scores tries week in and week out. Andre 
Plays his heart out in every game and works so 
hard in training to further extend his amazing 
football talent. You are a delight both on and off 
the field buddy and we all know you have a “BIG” 
future.

ANDRE HUNTER

Another awesome year for our legend “Frank the 
Tank”. Under the coaching of his legendary dad 
Tony, Frankie has mastered his trademark palm. 
His never say die attitude has seen Frankie contin-
uously tackling any number of his opposition and 
scoring a few inspirational tries. It’s been so special 
seeing you extend your footy skills this year. Can’t 
wait to see what “The Tank” has in store for 
season 2019.

FRANK MOLLUSO

Cha Cha you have the heart of a lion. Always 
tackling the biggest boys on the field, ducking and 
weaving to get over the line. Another sensational 
season playing up an age group and smashing it 
every week. Look out 2019 Cha Cha is
coming at you.

CHARLIE TERRIL

Another great year for our Finny. Some block 
busting runs throughout the season and a great 
tackling style. A number of tries were scored via 
Finny’s trademark step and run style. Finny is a 
great team mate, always there with a pat on the 
back for try scorers and checking his mates if any-
one had an injury. Looking forward to you shining 
further in 2019.

FIN BURGE

Another awesome season for “The Bull”. Taylor 
really has had a sensational footy season. Tackling 
like a NRL first grader every week and scoring 
tries with ease. Tay is always so humble in his 
extraordinary talent just working hard at training. 
A lot of footy at home with big brother Jackson 
has seen Tay end the season as one of the highest 
point scorers and hardest team players. Not to 
mention he’s playing up a grade!! Great Year Taylor.

TAYLOR YEATES

Playing up a grade this year Riley has truly 
“stepped up to the plate”. His perfect tackling 
style has seen him grow into an awesome little 
footy player. Riley works super hard at  training 
to improve his skills and thus has translated to a 
year where Riley has shown awesome sportsman-
ship, commitment and is a truly great little player. 
Looking forward to seeing you back doing what 
you do best in 2019.

RILEY SCHULENBURG

Lewis’ second year at The Raiders has seen 
him become one of the teams most skillful and 
dedicated members. Lewis can score tries from 
anywhere on the field, tackling anyone that comes 
in his way. Lewis is fast and agile, and it is evident 
to his commitment to the team and his love of 
footy that he has had an amazing future on the 
field. Bring on 2019 Buddy. 

LEWIS CORBETT

Oli has had a sensational 2018 season. Oli com-
mits to run, tackle, step and move on the field like 
an NRL first grader. He continuously tackles kids 
twice his size with no fear. His beautiful running 
style has seen him score many perfect tries this 
year. Oli works so hard in every training and game 
and his passion for the game is evident in his 
dedication to training and putting his body on the 
line week in and week out. Oli is always polite and 
a delight to have in the team. Great year buddy.

OLI WOOLDRIDGE

Jack “The Gun” has again had a blinder of a 
season. Jack has no fear in tackling any kid on 
the field with skill and style. His polished step 
has seen him score many a try this year. He is 
fast, powerful, strong and reads games like a pro. 
Special mention for the incredible intercept in 
our final game of the season. Looking forward to 
seeing you on the field in 2019 when we know 
you will again be awesome. Great work Jack.

JACK DARVALL

Ethan’s first year at the Raiders and what an awe-
some season he has had. Ethan has shown lovely 
team spirit and a strong commitment to working 
hard to learn the game. Ethan has smashed out 
some awesome runs and his tackling skills have 
been getting better and stronger each week. 
Ethan has been determined to be up in the front 
line and gives his all. Awesome first year Buddy.

ETHAN HOWARD
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From the get-go, our team embraced Raiders values – ‘we are the 
Raiders we tackle & we run, we like to have fun, fun, fun’. This year 
was an exciting for the under 8 white team, with many players 
returning for their third rugby league season – it was a season about 
fun, skills and positive attitudes.

The boys were quick to show their confidence – stepping onto the 
field without a coach, they promptly proved they understood the job 
at hand, and how working together achieved fantastic results.

Quick to help other teams if players were needed, and though not 
without their occasional differences were consistently supportive & 
encouraging of one another – celebrating and praising each other’s 
success. The victory dance at Curl Curl was certainly a sight to be-
hold – lots of enthusiasm and laughter. 

Not without its’ challenges, all the boys showed resilience & maturity 
beyond their years, and demonstrating excellent skills development 
as the season progressed. The boys contributed equally to every 
game, their diversity of skills and unique personalities made the 
season exciting – with lots of memorable moments. 

The boys can be very proud of their performance in 2018.

Martin Matthews
Coach

The boys were quick to show their confidence – stepping onto the 
field without a coach, they promptly proved they understood the 
job at hand, and how working together achieved fantastic results.

COACH MARTIN MATTHEWS

ASSISTANT COACH SCOTT WILLIAMS

MANAGER SKYE MENTJOX

Harrison Brookes    5

Carter Steyn    13

Oliver Mellor    15

Brandon Taylor    14

Kai Toolin    15

Harry Geraghty    15

Solomon Pouli    15

Sjoerd Mentjox-Williams    14

Xavier Lonesborouh    14

Kyron Naylor    14

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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Brandon our cheekiest member and proved skill 
& grit have nothing to do with size making the 
biggest tackle of the season.

BRANDON TAYLOR

Xavier fast & elusive step left opponents  
bewildered, complimented by Carters quiet  
determination, quick off-loads and marathon runs.  

XAVIER LONGSWORTH

Oliver what a great year, showed consistent 
performance and defensive tackling. 

OLIVER MELLOR

Kyron’s’ fearless approach to tackling was matched 
by Kai’s strong will & determination showed in his 
stepping through across for the try. 

KYRON NAYLOR

Harry G the biggest smile, always looking out 
for his team mates, both his attitude and straight 
running were an amazing asset through 2018.  

HARRY GERAGHTY

Sjoerd, our little tank could be relied on to charge 
through and palming off would be tackles.

SJOERD MENTJOX-WILLIAMS

Solomon the quiet and powerful performer, could 
always be counted on to drive through defensive 
lines. 

SOLOMON POULI

Another great year strong runs, great tries and 
some text books tackle, each year just seems to 
get better and better 

CARTER STEYN

Formidable force- charging through the pack & 
always ready to take the conversion with strike 
force accuracy.

KAI TOOLIN
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What a season.

If you had have said, a team that had never really played together 
before, had two players that had never played rugby league before 
and were making the biggest transition so far in their young playing 
careers, would storm through and go within one match of playing a 
grand final ... you would say, nope not a chance.

Well, that’s exactly what this group of young warriors did, and they 
did it in the most fiercely contested age group competition in the 
local junior rugby league (no bias here).

The season started with a win against the competition favourites 
Narrabeen, and they never looked back, achieving great success 
culminating in a narrow loss in a tense preliminary final again against 
Narrabeen. Although the boys were very disappointed not to be 
playing in a grand final they should be very proud of their efforts 
and improvement in skill level, teamwork and passion for the contest. 
They will all be ready to go one step further next year for sure.

Everyone associated with the team would like to thank our trainer 
Vaughan Wooldridge and our assistant trainer Gavin Wittmack for 

their enthusiasm and guidance throughout season. On a personal 
level I would like to thank Luke’s mum, Sarah Wittmack, for doing 
an incredible job in her first year as a team manager. Sarah has been 
more than a manager. Sarah has been a confidant, social worker, me-
diator, voice of reason and incredibly patient middle ground during 
all the circumstances that junior sport can toss up. Sarah is the kind 
of person that junior sporting clubs should embrace and covet, and I 
can’t thank her enough for her efforts.

Congratulations on a truly wonderful season Under 9M’s.

Matt Shrivell
Coach

Although the boys were very disappointed not to be playing in a 
grand final they should be very proud of their efforts and improve-
ment in skill level, teamwork and passion for the contest. They will all 
be ready to go one step further next year for sure.

COACH MATT SHRIVELL

ASSISTANT COACH VAUGHAN WOOLDRIDGE

TRAINER GAVIN WITTMACK

MANAGER SARAH WILTSHIRE

Axel Bates    16

Harvey Horty    16

Jack Horty    17

Jamie Links    17

Daniel Richards    16

Thomas Shrivell    18

Cooper Vickery    15

Luke Wittmack    17

Bryn Wooldridge    19

Ashley Dene    14

Jack Smith    10

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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Axel has continued to improve on his significant 
skills this year and never yields an inch in the middle 
of the park. His speed and tenacity in defence always 
lifts the team at crucial moments. Moment of the 
year : Axel single handedly dismantled the biggest 
midfield in the comp as we beat Cromer on their 
home patch in Round 8.

AXEL BATES

Tom has a great pair of hands, reads the play 
excellently and came up with big plays, diving on 
loose balls or dragging tear-away runners down in 
defence. He is a great goal kicker and nailed many 
conversions during the season. Moment of the year : 
Tom refused to take a backward step in the two 
biggest games of the home and away season against 
Narrabeen. His eagerness to lead by example 
against a very strong opposition inspired our team 
as they came together early in the year.  

THOMAS SHRIVELL

His first ever game of weekend rugby league in 
Round 5 and what a game it was. Ash has developed 
into a super dummy half, a thoughtful organiser on 
the field and a great team man. Ashley is a pleasure 
to coach. Moment of the year : On the back of a 
disappointing loss in week one of the finals, Ashley 
pulled his teammates aside and told them in no 
uncertain terms, ‘we are not losing this next game’ 
... that day Mona Vale U9M won the Elimination 
Semi-final 34-6. 

ASHLEY DENE

Blinding speed, size, and a tenacity to dominate the 
collision and the free running play, that leave his 
teammates cheering for more. Moment of the year : 
After crunching an opposition player in a perfectly 
legal tackle and leaving the player struggling on the 
ground, Jack was most upset. His concern for the 
opposition player was clear for all to see and it was 
not until the player was deemed ‘right to play on’ 
that Jack was able to continue in earnest. A com-
mendable trait.  

JACK SMITH

After two years away, slotting in to the Maroon 
team comfortably with his signature darting runs 
and gritty defence. Harvey was asked to fill holes 
and play in positions not that familiar to his style of 
play and performed admirably every time. Moment 
of the year : Covering the left hand edge/wing against 
Christian Brothers, and although being left isolated 
in defence, Harvey hit a player twice his size with a 
ball-and-all tackle to shut down a certain try.   

HARVEY HORTY

Cooper is a great trainer and from a coaching 
perspective listens, learns and implements ... you 
can’t ask for more than that. Moment of the year : 
After a period of frustration in the middle of the 
season Cooper agreed to have a crack at playing a 
bit wider, concentrating on shutting down attackers 
and to take passes late in the set to speed down the 
touch line. The revelation of that first training run 
when he mowed down our two biggest and fastest 
players confirmed he had found his ideal position 
and Cooper has not looked back.  

COOPER VICKERY

His return season has been one to remember. A 
fierce competitor, Jack has the ability to flick the 
switch at kick-off time and plays at the same pace 
until the final bell. Speed out of dummy half is his 
signature and he has kept opposition teams on the 
back foot all year. Jack is always a highly regarded 
team member. Moment of the year : Jack took 
control in the middle of the park and made metres 
at will in traffic against Belrose, stamping himself as a 
running dummy half.   

JACK HORTY

The team means a lot to Luke and his passion for 
the contest is never far from the surface, which 
translated into some gritty performances in and 
around the ruck. Luke is a deadly goal kicker and has 
‘added the extras’ too many times to count this sea-
son. Moment of the year : Luke Wittmack v Avalon! 
How does, a try from dummy half, a one-armed flick 
pass to his teammate for a try, and a cross-field kick 
for his winger to score in the corner, sound ... not a 
bad day’s work.

LUKE WITTMACK

One of the best one-on-one tackles in the comp, Ja-
mie is not necessarily a try scorer but a ball player and 
has created many opportunities leading to tries for his 
team. Moment of the year : Played out of position on 
the wing against Cromer at Cromer and was asked 
to do a job as we were getting beaten out wide. At 
a crucial moment in the game and with the scores 
locked up, Jamie hit their best player with a stinging 
front-on tackle that dislodged the ball. Our team then 
scored off the next set and won the match.

JAMIE LINKS

Channeling his inner ‘Gordy Tallis’ Bryn produced a 
memorable season culminating in the team agreeing 
he should lead as captain throughout the finals 
series. Running, tackling, goal kicking, kicks in general 
play. Moment of the year : There were many great 
moments for Bryn as most who watched him play 
can attest. Worth noting, as a commentary on his 
character, is the understanding Bryn showed when 
was asked to ‘double-bench’ three times during the 
season. Although unhappy, he accepted this was how 
our team roll and then had quiet words of encour-
agement for his teammates.

BRYN WOOLDRIDGE

Defenders were skittled like nine-pins as Daniel took 
them on with the ball in one hand, always consid-
ering an offload. Most improved player in the team. 
Moment of the year : In a crucial third-plays-fourth 
match against Narraweena, Daniel was hit hard with 
but clean front on shot. The trainer ran on to help 
him however Daniel composed himself, stayed on 
the field and not only made three tackles in the next 
set but led the team to a win.

DANIEL RICHARDS
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As a coach all we ever ask for from the kids is the have a go, don’t 
hold back and reach your potential. And this year I can honestly say 
how proud I am of this team that every single one you did exactly 
that. 

The way they all come together and played for each other is  
something special and shows what great characters they all are. 

To our awesome manager Heidi, you are the best ever and thank 
you for all you have done this year, Mark ‘Boxhead’ Bryant the best 
dressed co-coach anyone could ask for, thanks for all your time and 
effort you have put in for the team this season. 

And finally, I would like to thank the awesome parents of our kids, 
you guys rock. I wish all the best for the team in the future and can’t 
wait the see what lies ahead for us because judging by this season it’s 
going to be one hell of a ride.

Richie Terrill
Coach

To our awesome manager Heidi, you are the best ever and thank 
you for all you have done this year, Mark ‘Boxhead’ Bryant the best 
dressed co-coach anyone could ask for, thanks for all your time and 
effort you have put in for the team this season. 

COACH RICHIE TERRILL

ASSISTANT COACH MARK BRYANT

MANAGER HEIDI BRYANT

Raleigh Bryant    18

Cade Fairless    16

Indi Harris    17

Lachlan Jones    16

Ramatu kamara    12

Kuiper Mentox Williams    15

Sam Schulenburg    16

Billy Stuart    16

Brodie Terrill    15

Benjamin Hatch    15

Zane Walker    13

Duke Stubington    16

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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A real leader of the team and an absolute handful 
in attack and defence! Sammy had a great year 
and went from strength to strength with every 
game he played. Determined runs and fearless 
in defence Sammy laid a great platform for our 
younger player to follow. Thanks for a great year 
Sammy!

SAM SCHULENBERG

Another massively improved player! Benny was in 
everything during the semi-finals. Always eager to 
do more, his runs and quick play the balls made it 
easy for his team mates to get on the front foot 
when carrying the ball after him. Defensively he 
learned this season to love his tackling and would 
take down anything that’s moved that wasn’t 
wearing a MV Raiders jersey! 

BEN HATCHING

The workhorse! Duke came to us a few games 
into the season and fit straight in with his aggres-
sive running and tireless defence. Not the biggest 
kid on the field but Duke never takes a back-
wards step and always does his best for his team! 
A pleasure to watch and coach week to week as 
he leads from the front and took on other team’s 
head first!

DUKE STUBINGTON

This girl matches it with the boys no sweat! I do 
never back down from running or tackling! Such a 
great listener at training and always happy to help 
the coaches out. Indi made opposition defences 
look bad when she carried the ball! Thanks for a 
great year Indi!

INDI HARRIS

This kid loves his footy! If there is a loose ball, 
Kuiper is on it! He possesses all the skills of a half 
back but certainly carries the ball like the front 
rower that he is! His trademark fends made him 
a nightmare for opponents and when there was 
work to be done in the middle, Kuiper always 
rolled up his sleeves and dig in with his team 
mates!

KUIPER MENTJOX-WILLIAMS

Unstoppable Rumma! Left opposition defensive 
lines in tatters when she carried the ball. Always 
taking the big runs and carrying opposition play-
ers along for often 15-20m as they tried to stop 
her! A great season and her best is yet to come!

RAMATA KAMARA

A very impressive year from Ral! A great talker at 
training and in the game. Ral made his mark in big 
bustling runs straight up the middle leaving oppo-
sition defences behind him to lay a great platform 
for his teammates to work off as well as his often 
try saving cover defence made for a great season 
and a sharp shooter at kicking goals too!

RALEIGH BRYANT

This guy lunches well above his weight! Never 
took a backwards step from even the biggest 
opposition player, Kade made chopping down big 
kids his own with some absolutely text book tack-
les that saved tried and helped win games! Always 
has great talk and loves being around his mates, 
Kade was a okey part of this champion team!

CADE FAIRLESS

Our specialist Hooker! Brodie has enjoyed 
another fantastic year with his mates! The smallest 
bloke on the field and pivotal in our attack with 
his quickly and effective service from dummy half. 
His footwork and pace out of dummy half made 
him hard to tackle with ball in hand as well! Great 
season Brodes!

BRODIE TERRILL

Another light weight that would take on a Mack 
truck! Billy love playing footy and never shied 
away from hard work! Fancy foot work and a big 
palm made him hard to stop and saw him score 
some great long range tries!

BILLY STUART

Our big front rower! Lachy has gone from 
strength to strength this season and easily one of 
our most improved players! Great out of Dunn 
half close to the line and always there to take a 
tough carry as all front rowers are! Scored some 
fantastic tries and converted a few fantastic goals! 
A pleasure to coach!

LACHLAN JONES

A great first year in Rugby League for Zane. He 
loves pulling on his Raiders jersey every week and 
showed some serious speed in open space! Al-
ways eager to train and loved being in and around 
his team mates! Thanks for a great year Zane.

ZANE WALKER
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What a year! Once again, this team proved to the coaching staff to 
be the most respected group of players in the Under 10 Maroon’s 
competition. They can hold their heads high as a group of young men 
who did their best despite some trying circumstances. They showed 
maturity beyond their young ages and it has been an honour and a 
privilege to be involved with them.

This was the second year that the boys were graded and we wel-
comed some new faces to the team. It’s always hard for new people 
to join such an established group but again, the boys welcomed their 
new teammates with open arms and we got on with the season of 
playing some great games of Rugby League.

We commenced the season against our friendly rivals, the Narrabeen 
Sharks. We went down narrowly in a fiercely competitive game 
but the boys showed some real promise. We then came up against 
Harbord who are always hard to beat but again we did our best but 
came up a bit short. We then hit our straps against Avalon and gave 
them a walloping playing some scintillating footy.

There were many highlights throughout the year, which included 
a 30-6 drubbing of Narrabeen and then a really tough encounter 
against Narraweena in the last round. Even though we went down 
narrowly by 10 points, the boys showed grit and determination in a 
game that was as tough as it comes. We were down to 9 men at one 
stage against a team that were a lot bigger than us. I think the boys 
taught us all a valuable lesson that day. It’s an old adage and some-
times overused but it’s how you play the game that counts. 

That’s what we admire most about these boys. Whether they win or 
lose, they always play with integrity, guts and fairness. It’s something 
they, and their parents should be very proud of.  And just like last 
year, it was our values that the boys came up with themselves, that 
always rose to the top.

We finished the season in 4th spot and faced our old friendly rivals 
Narrabeen in the elimination semi-final and went down 12 nil. It was 
a real arm wrestle and the bounce of the ball just didn’t go our way. 
But credit to Narrabeen for advancing through. 

As we all know too well, without volunteers we wouldn’t have a 
team, let alone a club. So thank you to my co – coach Jason Death 
who brought his experience and knowledge as an ex NRL star to 

the team. To Chris Warren, another ex first grader volunteer that 
gives his all for the boys. He ran the water and provided some 
much needed motivational speeches behind the goal posts. Steve 
McGuiness, our first aid man/trainer who has shown once again that 
he has the heart of a lion. A very special thank you to our manager 
Shonagh Wheeler. For not only giving all she could to the team, but 
also as the clubs registrar. Shonagh has a heart of gold and the club is 
lucky to have her. I am privileged to have her as a friend.

Thank you to the committee of the club for giving up their time to 
attend committee meetings, junior league meetings and ensuring we 
get all the teams on the field each week.
Finally, a big thank you to all the parents who brought their boys to 
training and to the games each and every week. The boys are very 
lucky to have you. The coaching staff really appreciate the support 
you gave us this season.

Enjoy the summer everyone and hope to see you all next season.

Pete Burge
Coach

Whether they win or lose, they always play with integrity, guts and 
fairness. It’s something they, and their parents should be very proud 
of.  And just like last year, it was our values that the boys came up 
with themselves, that always rose to the top.

COACH PETE BURGE

ASSISTANT COACH JASON DEATH

MANAGER SHONAGH WHEELER

Frederick Adams-Garcia    15

Oscar Andrews    14

Bailey Batchelor    15

Benjamin Burge    21

Cruz Death    13

Thomas Drennan    15

Damian Godden    15

Jack Lind    15

Rhys McGuiness    15

Joey Warren    13

Jackson Wheeler    15

Jackson Twells    8

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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Short and stocky, cement was inspirational this 
year. He never shirked his task of running straight 
and hard early in the tackle count. One of those 
players that came off the field totally spent. A 
quiet young fella, that did his talking on the field.

BAILEY BATCHELOR CEMENT GILLESPIE

Damo was a pleasure to coach.  Hard as nails 
and tougher than his slight frame would have 
you believe. Damo had a great step that mostly 
had the opposition grasping at thin air. Polite and 
well mannered, he is a credit to himself and his 
parents. Was on the end of some big hits but kept 
on getting up. Legend.

DAMIEN GODDEN CAMERON MUNSTER

Freddy came to us via Port Macquarie with his 
lovely family. A great player, who was another one 
of our go-to forwards when we needed some 
metres. Frederick never took a backward step this 
year and gelled with his new teammates quickly. A 
valued member of the team.

FREDERICK ADAMS GARCIA ISAAC LUKE

Jack was the 3rd new player and like the other 
two, he commanded respect right from the get 
go. Another player that was small in stature but 
huge in heart, Jack not only bent bigger players in 
half, he drove them backwards. Finding his niche at 
hooker, he delivered clean ball for his first receiver 
that set up our go forward.

JACK LIND JAKE FRIEND

Ozzie was another one of our new team mem-
bers. A player who came to us from Rugby. Oh 
Boy, this kid tries his heart out. Also blessed with 
fantastic footballing talent, his tackle count was in 
the double figures each game. With a devastating 
step and a heart as big as Phar Laps, Ozzie was 
great to have on the team.  

OSCAR ANDREWS JT

Another great year for our very own Mr per-
petual motion. More often than not, we’d see an 
opposition player stopped in his tracks and out 
would roll Rhysy, up and ready to do it again. A 
great listener at training, he was always first to 
share with his peers what lessons we learnt whilst 
at practice or after a game. His ability to find a 
whole in the defence gained us valuable metres.

RHYS McGUINNESS PRICEY

Known for his copybook tackling style, Ben had 
another great season for the Raiders. Although 
a big kid for his age, he possesses a deft pair of 
hands and eye for an overlap giving the ball to the 
player in a better position than himself. Ben also 
played many games up an age for Mitch Murphy 
that he thoroughly enjoyed.

BEN BURGE JAKE TRBOJEVIC

Pound for pound, one of the toughest little 
players we’ve had the pleasure to coach. Halfway 
through season we decided to give him a go at 
first receiver and he didn’t let us down. A natural 
ball runner, he took the ball to the line and had 
the opposition guessing on many occasions. 
When he got his timing right he was a ferocious 
defender. 

JOEY WARREN GEOFF TOOVEY

I’ve said this before, but Cruz is one of the most 
naturally gifted young Rugby League players 
I’ve seen. We could always depend on Cruz to 
anticipate an opposition kick or an intercept. Al-
ways willing to go through the middle or around 
them with his speed, he was a nightmare for the 
opposition.

CRUZ DEATH JOEY JOHNS

Probably the fittest player on the team, Jacko 
juggled playing Soccer and Rugby League this 
year. Like a few of our players, Jacko was another 
player smaller in size but big on ticker. Playing at 
dummy half he scored some great tries with his 
lightening speed and fancy footwork. 

JACKSON WHEELER CAMERON McINNES

We feel like Tommy really started to come into 
his own this year. A quiet unassuming fella, he 
always listened and always did his job on the 
field. Tackling kids sometimes three times his size, 
he amazed us with courage and tenacity. Not to 
mention his great metres out of dummy half.

THOMAS DRENNAN SLIPPERY MORRIS
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When Ethan signed on for the under 10’s I was not expecting to also 
be signing on as the team coach, but I am very glad I did. It was a 
pleasure to coach such a great bunch of boys who never gave up and 
just love playing footy with their mates.

We started the season without a manager or trainer and were one 
player short of a full team however we were lucky that after a couple 
of training sessions some of the boys talked some friends into playing 
and within a few weeks we had two reserves. Our team had a mix of 
players returning from last season and those who were new to the 
game. All up we had six boys who didn’t play last year with Kadan, 
Gabriel, Tom, Jack, Blake and Mark all making a big contribution to the 
team. As coach, one of the highlights of the season was getting to 
know the team a little better and watching you all improve your skills.

While the win/loss ratio was not in our favour there were several 
close loses that could have gone either way, with at least three games 
decided in the last minute. I have no doubt the results will come with 
more hard work and I hope the boys play on next year. There are 
some very competitive players developing in the team and others 
who continue to improve. I was impressed with the positive attitude 
of the boys who tried hard every week and were not disheartened 
by the results. Some of the seasons highlights included some solid 
three man tackles and exciting tries. I also learnt a lot this year and I 
can honestly say that before coaching this team I had no idea what 
the ‘floss dance’ was but the boys seem to think it’s a good way to 
warm up before a game!

I owe a big thank you to Paul Peterkin and Mick Townsend for  
volunteering to be the trainer and manager throughout the season. 

They both did a fantastic job and helped make my role so much 
easier. Paul had a lot on his plate with work and I was very grateful 
that he offered to help train the boys, his assistance at training was 
invaluable and he provided plenty of encouragement to the boys on 
game day. Mick is a busy shift worker, but he made it work and he did 
a great job organizing the team, rostering on BBQ & canteen helpers, 
getting the sign on sheet completed, scoring and bringing the oranges 
to the games. The team would not have function as well without your 
help, great job guys!

I would also like to send a BIG thankyou to all the parents who sup-
ported the team with class each week and helped with the various 
jobs such as the BBQ, canteen, running touch and scoring when Mick 
was away. I am happy to say that the U10 whites did our share of the 
work on the BBQ and canteen every home game and set a good 
example for the kids. 

Luke Wooldridge
Coach

I was impressed with the positive attitude of the boys who tried 
hard every week and were not disheartened by the results. Some 
of the seasons highlights included some solid three man tackles and 
exciting tries.

COACH LUKE WOOLDRIDGE

ASSISTANT COACH PAUL PETERKIN

MANAGER SHONAGH WHEELER

Luke Davie    17

Lucas Gereaux    12

Mark Harder    14

Jackson Harris    12

Jack Hellyar    15

Bodhi Peterkin    14

Will Rodgers    14

Charlie Taylor    15

Ethan Wooldridge    15

Tom Townsend    16

Blake Ibay    14

Gabriel Kountouris    11

Kadan Parker    11

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES
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Quiet and polite off the field, Luke is super compet-
itive once the whistle blows! Tenacious in defense 
and tough to tackle, one of our most consistent 
players all year and was near the top of the stats 
for line breaks, tries and tackles. One of the smallest 
players in the team Luke plays above his weight, has 
speed to burn and scored some exciting tries.

LUKE DAVIE

Playing his first season at the Raiders Kadan was 
a welcome addition to the team. A popular team 
member who is quick with a neat pass, he made a 
great contribution through his play at dummy half 
and general enthusiasm. I hope to see you again 
next year Kadan.

KADEN PARKER

Big and fast, Lucas quickly emerged as one of our 
most damaging runners. With a nice kick and a big 
step, he scored some great tries throughout the 
season. Well mannered and a pleasure to coach, by 
seasons end Lucas was out top try scorer, top goal 
scorer and was showing great leadership qualities 
on the field.

LUCAS GEREAUX

Bodhi started the season well and kept improving 
throughout the year. An agile runner he was a real 
team player who contributed at both dummy half 
and first receiver. Bodhi made some hard tackles, 
nice runs, put in some general play kicks and was 
happy to pass the ball to the boys outside him to 
get the play moving. Good job Bodhi.

BODHI PETERKIN

Mark has a strong running game and scored some 
good tries, but it was his defense that really made 
an impact. The opposition found out the hard way 
that Mark moves up quickly and tackles without any 
thought of self-preservation. Mark listened at training 
and was constantly trying to improve his game, 
making him a pleasure to coach. An excellent first 
season of footy!

MARK HARDER

An enthusiastic player who brought lots of energy to 
training and every game. Will is a natural as dummy 
half and led from the front with some probing runs 
and his aggressive tackling style. A real competitor, 
Will tried his best each week and leaves nothing in 
the tank at the end of the game.

WILL RODGERS

Always smiling, ‘Jacko’ worked hard on his game and 
was one of our most improved players throughout 
the season. As Jackson’s confidence grew so did his 
passing, running and goal kicking. I was particularly 
impressed with his improved efforts in defense 
especially when acting as the ‘axe’ in the three-man 
tackles.

JACKSON HARRIS

Charlie was never afraid to tell me who I should 
pick as dummy half each week, and he delivered. A 
zippy runner with a great grubber kick, Charlie was 
a natural at dummy half and was always hard for the 
opposition to contain. Charlie made many scoots 
from the ruck scoring some exciting tries and I was 
just as impressed by his enthusiastic defense. 

CHARLIE TAYLOR

The quiet achiever of the team, Jack has a nice pass 
and made some solid runs. Jack went well when 
given the chance at dummy half and was one of the 
best at the ‘draw and pass’. A natural in the middle 
of the field who made some strong tackles, Jack 
was very coachable and brought a great attitude to 
every game and training session.

JACK HELLYAR

Tom showed great enthusiasm in his first year of 
league and was always willing to entertain his team 
mates with a story or two at training. Tom tried his 
hardest, made some straight runs and his tackling 
improved throughout the season. Well done!

TOM TOWNSEND

Blake is a new player to the club this year and he 
instantly became a popular member of the team. Big 
and fast and hard to stop, Blake had many runs in 
the playmaker bibs and shows plenty of promise. A 
polite and gentle boy off the field, Blake always tried 
his hardest at training and was a pleasure to coach. 
Great year Blake.

BLAKE IBAY

Ethan’s confidence and ability continued to grow in 
his second year at the Raiders and he made a good 
contribution to the team. Ethan made some tough 
runs up the middle, kicked conversions, developed a 
nice short passing game and went well when given 
the chance at dummy half. A real team player. 

ETHAN WOOLDRIDGE

Gabriel often had to choose between soccer or 
league on Saturday’s and of course he preferred 
playing with his mates at the Raiders!  Gabriel was 
easy to train, enthusiastic and picked up the game 
quickly. He was a handful for the opposition with his 
fearless running style and tough tackles and I have 
no doubt he will continue to improve and be an 
even bigger handful next season.

GABRIEL KOUNTOURIS
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The season looked promising with a full squad of players with the 
majority of the previous year’s team returning & some new faces 
were added to the team. I was excited about the upcoming season.
I was again fortunate to have Kellie take on the role as manager. 
Kellie does an amazing job as manager. Getting information out to 
parents regarding game times & locations. Getting the canteen & 
BBQ duties, which we had many, organised & most importantly get-
ting me organised. All I had to was get to training & game day, thanks 
heaps Kel I really appreciate all that you do.

I’ll do whatever it takes to win a game, whether it’s sitting on the 
bench waiving a towel, handing a cup of water to a team mate or 
hitting the winning shot. – Kobe Bryant

This was Oscar & my approach for the upcoming year. It didn’t 
matter if you started on the bench, finished the game on the bench 
or scored the winning try, all that mattered was that you worked 
together as a team, do your best & believe in yourself. With that 
mantra Oscar & I started the season with chests pumped out and 
feeling 10 foot tall. Well we were soon a little deflated and shrunk 
just a little in size after our first two games of the season where we 
copped almighty floggings. But with a lot of hard work at training 
and the boys starting to believe in themselves we turned our season 
around.  A victory in week 3 saw the boys never look back and go 
on a 15 game winning streak. The boys had some really good wins 
through out the season but there were games where we were 
behind and it was there team work and play until the final siren 
sounded which saw us over come all and finish the season as minor 
premiers. Congratulations boys.

Then came the Finals, week one a convincing win over an under-
strength team. Week 2 we had the bye and a well-deserved rest. 
Week 3 we came up against a very tough Curl Curl but the boys 
showed why they are the team everyone is chasing with a convincing 
24-12 win so off to the big dance it was.

Then came Grand Final Day. The sun was shining the birds were 
singing, it was going to be a great day. During warm up I was worried 
that someone had spiked the water with Valium as I have never seen 
a group of players so flat and unexcited to be in a grand final. It took 
a few stern words to get them to focus and concentrate on what 
their job was in the team for the game ahead. The game started off 
well with us scoring an early try but it didn’t take long for Christian 
Bros to strike back. We drifted away from our game plan due to the 
pressure from the opposition and the occasion of the day. We scored 
again and it looked like we would be in front at half time but it was 
not to be with Christian Bros crashing over close to half time. We 

went to the break locked at 12-12.

At half time the boys were pretty tired it had been a tough half of 
footy and it was extremely hot. We had a strong bench so I was 
confident that with them coming on and the training we had done 
throughout the year it would get us over the line.

The second half got under way and it was again a tough grind with 
both teams showing why they were Grand Finalists. But it wasn’t long 
before their class and fitness started to shine through and with our 
interchange players coming off the bench fresh and hungry for work 
we began to overcome the opposition and the tries started to flow. 
When the final siren sounded it was a great 30-18 win. Tries to 
Prince x 2, Isaiah, Taj and Ben Burge. Tries converted by Jac son, Taj, 
Isaiah, Ben Attfield and Beau.

It was an amazing effort by all of the players who worked so hard all 
season to not only get the Grand Final but to play a hard and tough 
game against a good opposition. It was a well-deserved victory by 
the mighty Mona Vale Raiders U11’s 
 
A special thanks to Ben Burge who filled in when we were short, 
ended up playing the entire finals series and didn’t ever look out of 
place playing up a year. Made a huge impact every time he took the 
field.  

To all the parents thank you for giving myself & Oscar the opportuni-
ty to coach again this year. Thank you for getting the boys to training 
and game day. Thank you for your support and encouragement 
throughout the year. To our cheer squad that followed us from game 
to game, thanks for all your cheering and support you gave to the 
team.

To Oscar the team’s strength and conditioning coach I thank you so 
much for your help and input into each week training and game day. 
I hope you enjoyed the season and success the boys had as much as 
I did. 

Finally, to all the volunteers & committee at Mona Vale Junior Rugby 
League Club thank you for all your help and support through out the 
year without you it would not be possible to play the greatest game 
of all.

Mitch Murphy
Coach

I’ll do whatever it takes to win a game, whether it’s sitting on the 
bench waiving a towel, handing a cup of water to a team mate or 
hitting the winning shot. – Kobe Bryant

COACH MITCH MURPHY

TRAINER OSCAR MURPHY

MANAGER KELLIE McMANOM
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Beau consistently plays well week in week out. 
Plays up an age but you certainly wouldn’t know.  
Never takes a backward step. A great year from 
Beau, always trains hard and it shows on game 
day.

BEAU EIFFE

Ah Lachie, an absolute pest at training. If I was 
Superman Lachie would be my kryptonite.  But 
come game day Lachie is tough, aggressive and 
plays well above his size. Played in the forwards 
late in the season and cut the opposition to 
pieces. His legs pumped like steel springs every 
time he ran the ball. I hope to see you back next 
year mate.

LACHLAN GLEW

One of the boys who played all season in the 
forwards and did the hard yards in the middle. Made 
plenty of meters and muscled up in defence. Took 
a couple of hard hits this year but gave back just as 
many.

BEN ATTFIELD

Another new player to the team. Oscar & I were 
really impressed how Ryan started off the season. 
Unfortunately, Ryan’s season ended early with an 
unrelated football injury. I hope you get better and 
come back and join the Raiders.

RYAN HOLMES

A new player to our team this year. Tim slotted easily 
into the team and with his size and strength made it 
difficult for the opposition to stop him, Tim listened 
well at training and was always eager to learn. Look 
forward to seeing you back next year.

TIM BARKLEY

Bailey had really matured this year and played his 
usual tough no holds barred style of footy. Left us 
mid-season to follow his other passion of snow-
boarding. We all wish Bailey the best but we do 
look forward to seeing him back with the Raiders 
sometime soon.

BAILEY JENNINGS

Tim is great to have around the team. Can take 
the niggle given to him on the chin with a cheeky 
grin. Tim gives his all each week and this year was 
another great year for Tim Defended in the middle 
strongly. 

TIM CHARLTON

Another player small in stature who punches well 
above his weight. Ryan played a great deal of the 
year at dummy half and did a great job. Ryan puts in 
at training which shows on game day.

RYAN JULIAN

After last years success at dummy half Jacob stepped 
back into the position and was outstanding. Always 
listened to directions regarding his role in the team 
and made some outstanding runs catching the 
opposition off guard on many an occasion. Well 
done mate.

JACOB GEREAUX

Prince came back to us after a year in super league. 
Prince is a character and is great to have around 
the team. We all new how quick Prince is and he 
did score some great run away tries but it was his 
defence which really impressed me this year. Great 
year mate.

MOHAMMAD PRINCE KAMARA
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Rexona as I will call him from now on, cause he 
won’t let you down.  Solid, competitive and tough. 
Plays with great vision and passion. Isaiah also trains 
well and puts what we learn at training into game 
day. Another great year

ISAIAH MACRI

One of the senior members of our team. Can play 
anywhere and plays hard and fast each and every 
week. Can rely on Taj when times get tough. Always 
first at training. Never gave Oscar or myself any 
trouble.

TAJ RAWNSLEY

Another new member to our team. Brody played 
in a number of positions this year and always did his 
best in each spot. Really came on towards the end 
of the season making some great runs and try saving 
tackles. I hope to see you back in the Raiders jumper 
next year.

BRODY NAYLOR

Another long-time member of the team and this 
year was by far the best I have ever seen Finn play. 
Finally believed in his strength and size. Finn had an 
outstanding year in both attack & defence. A great 
year Finn well done.

FINN STEVENS

Harry is a tough, smart footballer. Started him off in 
the forwards and he didn’t take a backward step. We 
moved Harry out to the centres during the season 
and with his hard running and strong defence made 
this spot his own. Never had a drama with Harry all 
year. A great kid to coach.

HARRY PALMER

Passionate, skilful and ultra-competitive. A long-time 
member of the Raiders who always gives 100%. Jack-
son can read a game really well and knows how to 
take advantage of the oppositions weakness. Never 
really has a bad game of footy.

JACKSON YEATES

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL2018 GAME TALLIES

Beau Eiffe    16

Benjamin Attfield    17

Timothy Barkley    15

Timothy Charlton    18

Jacob Gereaux    18

Lachlan Glew    12

Ryan Holmes    4

Bailey Jennings    7

Ryan Julian    17

Prince Kamara    16

Alan Korolala    4

Isaiah Macri    19

Brody Naylor    15

Harry Palmer    17

Taj Rawnsley    18

Finn Stevens    18

Jackson Yeates    19
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What an exciting year for the mighty U12’s, we started the year 
strong, 17 registered players, most who had been part of the team 
for years, some even playing U6 together. We had 6 new players 
with varying experience on the footy field and as the season got into 
the swing of it, it was hard to tell who had been playing for years 
and who had just picked up the game this year. This could only have 
occurred due in a large part to the guys who helped coach the kids 
week in and week out, so a massive thanks to Graham Stephen, 
Angus O’ Donnell and Brad Fittler. The boys are certainly spoilt for 
coaches and we are the envy of many teams in the comp.

The season started well and with the introduction of the North 
Sydney teams we went through the first six games unbeaten, until 
we came up to our boogie team all year Avalon and eventual grand 
finalist. 

We had close wins over the previous premiers and teams we had 
not beaten for several years. We lost one of our champion players 
John Gerich early to a season ending injury and for several weeks 
without another gun Zac Fittler, to higher rep honour (NSW PSSA 
Rugby League) during this time the boys really found another gear 
and gelled as a team. 

We were lucky enough to qualify straight to the GF, have the middle 
weekend off, and come out with a BANG in the Grand Final, scoring 
in the first set. As those there watching, it was a tough game, superb 

defence from both sides, we had little ball for extended periods of 
time, but when we did later in the second half we made every play a 
winner. What an EPIC game. 

To the parent’s thanks for getting the boys to training and the games. 

To the club and committee thanks for your time and all the work  
behind the scenes to make this season another success. Also thanks 
to all the boys that helped out from U11. And lastly to our super 
manager Craig Boyle for making sure we were the most organised 
team in the comp according to several ground managers in the 
district. Hope to see you all next year. 

Murray Warner
Coach

The season started well and with the introduction of the North Sydney 
teams we went through the first six games unbeaten, until we came up 
to our boogie team all year Avalon and eventual grand finalist. 

COACH MURRAY WARNER

ASSISTANT COACH BRAD FITTLER

ASSISTANT COACH GRAHAM STEPHENS

TRAINER ANGUS O’DONNELL

MANAGER CRAIG BOYLE

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL

Charlie Boyle    16

Harry Capell    17

Marley Cattell    12

Joseph Cook    17

Joel Couper    18

Jacob Dinter    18

Mitchell Downman    15

Luke Duffell    16

Jake Fairless    16

Zacharia Fittler    17

John Gerich    3

Hamish Graham    14

Joel Huxey    10

Oliver Mappin    15

Hunter Owens    15

Thomas Stephens    13

Baxter Warner    23

2018 GAME TALLIES
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Solid year from Mappin, he played a utility role, 
doing himself and his team proud.  He plays well 
above his weight.  Ollie is full of ideas and has a 
real knowledge of the game which shows in his 
passing and hole running game. Always keen to 
play the game. Well done buddy. 

OLLIE MAPPIN

One of the nicest kids you could meet.  Always a 
smile on his face whether he was leading the boys 
in a fitness test, running the ball at the defences 
or taking down a massive opposition player, an 
absolute pleasure to have in our team. Excellent 
work.

HARRY CAPELL

First year of footy, for this young man, and had 
moments of brilliance which I look forward to seeing 
more of next year. Improved with each game, making 
big defensive plays when it mattered the most and 
scoring a great try at Lane Cove. Looking forward to 
the next season. 

MARLEY CATTELL

Loves his footy, always first at training and practicing 
his kicking. Unfortunately this year Joel had a couple 
of injuries that kept him on the side line for an 
extended period of time.  Joel is a great team player, 
and always willing to apply his new skills on the 
paddock. Great year Hotdog.

JOEL HUXLEY

Love having this young bloke around, (a coaches’ 
dream at training) always willing to listen and work 
on his skills at training and apply those skills on game 
day. He will be bigger and better next year, which I 
am looking forward to seeing. Well done mate. 

HAMISH GRAHAM

As the name suggests Jake showed on more than 
one occasion he was fearless under the highball. 
Jake listened well and tried to implement what we 
worked on in his game. Always keen to play any-
where on the paddock, a pleasure to coach. Looking 
forward to an even bigger year next year, can’t wait!

JAKE FAIRLESS

What a stellar year Joe had, moved to full back half 
way through the year and never looked back. Safe 
under the ball, ran with purpose and solid as the 
rock of Gibraltar in defence. There were not many 
that got past Cookie this year. Sensational.

JOE COOK

“The X factor” the most devastating ball runner in 
the comp., can score a try out of nothing. Was easily 
the man of the match in the GF, scoring 3 tries. Hard 
to believe he could improve but I think he got faster, 
stronger and developed some nice foot work as the 
year progressed. I think next year will be even better. 

ZACHARIA FITTLER

“Tatts” Mr Dependable, can play any position on the 
park. A real student of the game and loves to know 
the details of every aspect. Has a low centre of 
gravity so is a handful with ball in hand and solid in 
defence. A key member of our team. Superb stuff. 

THOMAS STEPHENS

What a surprise package, first year back to footy 
after several years away from the game. Tall and 
lanky and can run like the wind when he found 
open space. Improved with each game, starting out 
wanting to be a winger and finishing the season as 
a devastating second rower.  Massive year and our 
most improved. 

MITCHELL DOWNMAN
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A new kid to our team, but you can see this 
kid knows his way around a football field. Took 
a couple of games to find his feet, but once he 
did, look out. Was sensational in running the ball 
up and watch out in defence, this boy can tackle, 
can’t wait to see you next year. 

LUKE DUFFEL

What a year Jacob had. Who would have thought 
at the start of the year he would find a home as 
our first receiver. A great communicator, directing 
the team around the park, and a nice set of hands 
that threw numerous great balls to put many of 
our boys in space. Massive year and can’t wait for 
next year.  

JACOB DINTER

You know what you’ll get out of Joel each week. The 
most consistent effort, hitting the ball up with pur-
pose, time and time again to smash them in defence. 
Every team needs a Joel and we love having him in 
our team. Wicked year Joel. 

JOEL COUPER

Small in stature but massive in every other way. A 
great new addition to our team, making dummy half 
his own. Hunter loves the tough stuff, taking the op-
position down with a sensational tackling technique.  
Quick off the mark and often getting us on the front 
foot with those trademark run. Our most consistent 
player. Awesome year Hunter. 

HUNTER OWENS

A natural athlete, with speed, size and skills, along 
with a win at all cost mentality that will see Charlie 
develop into a great footballer. We experimented 
early with positions he could play and we found a 
home in the number 6 jumper for him. The last half 
of the season saw him shine in defence and attack. 
Marvellous year. 

CHARLIE BOYLE

The hardest report to write each year. Baxter con-
tinues to lead from the front. He just loves to play 
footy, he is super competitive on the field and fights 
for every inch and rarely gives the opposition an 
inch. He lives to play for the Mona Vale Raiders and 
gives 100% every time he pulls on that jersey. 

BAXTER WARNER
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This year brought quite a few new faces to the Under 13 Raiders,  
we had 20 boys sign up, 7 of them new faces to the team – and  
that is always great to see at a footy club.

Our first division competition went from 8 teams last year to 5 
teams this year. A bit hard to get a roll on with a bye every 4 weeks, 
as ideally with so many new faces you want to play as much footy 
together as possible.

As a coach this was my most challenging year to date - some boys 
are growing very fast.. Some not at all. New interests...... (Fortnite!).
However, I remained confident that we could match it with all teams 
we played and at training and on Game Day we continually tried to 
instill this confidence into the boys.

I believe we had the team this year to match it with the stronger 
teams we played, we did show this on some occasions - not nec-
essarily winning but at least turning up with the right attitude and 
commitment. We had enough talent, but unfortunately sometimes 
just lacked the cohesion.

To have a successful footy team you need to be a happy team, which 
means bonding, fun, learning, mateship, belief and confidence. We 
tried our best to achieve this.

Rugby league is a tough sport and I really do give credit to these 
boys for showing up to training and Game Day to give their best 
week in week out. Thanks boys!

I would like to thank Shantal Rose, our team Manager and Evan 
Wooldridge, our team trainer.

All the parents, for your commitment to our team. Win, lose or draw 
always there to support the boys and Myself - Thanks so much.

I would like to acknowledge our great club and committee for all the 
hard work that goes into every season to make sure our kids have a 
fun season of Rugby League.

I would also like to thank the under 12 players that helped out this 
year- Baxter Warner, Zac Fittler, Joel Couper and Charlie Boyle.

Look forward to seeing you all next year (and hope you will all be 
twice your size)

Frank Sergi 
Coach

Rugby league is a tough sport and I really do give credit to these 
boys for showing up to training and Game Day to give their best 
week in week out. Thanks boys!

COACH FRANK SERGI

ASSISTANT COACH EVAN WOOLDRIDGE

MANAGER SHANTAL ROSE

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL

Josh Batchelor    13

James Borges    11

Ben Couper    12

Phoenix Death    11

Hamish Douglas    12

Matthew Hanley    12

Lachie Howell    12

Sebastian Laird    8

Owen McNicol    12

Noah Orman    1

2018 GAME TALLIES PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL

Jack Palmer    15

Tomas Richards    12

Nash Ritchie    12

Archie Sergi    12

Harrison Shipton    10

Blake Soames    6

Luke Stidwell    4

Jack Wooldridge    10

Tane Wright    8

Ryan Hogan     6

2018 GAME TALLIES
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Josh had a great year of footy and settled in nicely 
at both centre and wing. His defence and tackling 
technique really improved this year, making plenty 
of tackles out wide. He was the most capped 
player with 13 games and only missed one train-
ing session all year! Great effort Josh.

JOSHUA BATCHELOR

Unfortunately, due to injuries, Noah only managed 
to get on the field twice for the Raiders this year, 
to his credit he still came to training sessions and 
games to cheer his team on. (Thanks Noah!) Had 
he been able to play more games Noah would 
have made a difference to the team.

NOAH ORMAN

I love having Lachie in this team. He is versatile. 
Plays dummy, centre , lock and wing. On training 
nights even putting his hand up to play prop. No 
matter which position he always puts the effort in. 
Quick off the mark and in our semi against Lane 
Cove pulled off two very memorable try saving 
tackles - on kids much bigger than himself. Keep 
up the good work Lachie!

LACHLAN HOWELL

This was one of Archie’s most quiet years for the 
Raiders, he only managed 8 games and most Sat-
urdays rushing from a school rugby game to get 
to his league game. Always puts plenty of effort 
into his footy, one of our best tacklers. Playing half 
back or five eight is learning to organise the team 
and calling the plays. Can read the game well put-
ting on some nice passes and creating space for 
his backs. His kicks in general play have improved 
this year. I know you love it Archie! (I mean me)

ARCHIE SERGI

A great tough defender and no-nonsense player. 
He likes to intimidate the opposition with his hard 
running, tackling and a bit of niggling in the tackles. 
It doesn’t matter who we play against Phoenix 
always puts the same effort in and leads from the 
front. Good stuff Nixy!

PHEONIX DEATH

I love Harrisons determination when he runs. 
Making plenty of metres and more tackle busts 
than any other of his team mates. Quick for a 
prop - always playing the ball quickly to keep his 
team moving forward. He had a great game in our 
semi final against Lane Cove showing commit-
ment and passion. I really rate you Harrison. Great 
season. This year’s Best Forward award!

HARRISON SHIPTON

Hamish is a great listener and learner. He was our 
fullback again this year, an important position in 
the team, defusing high bombs and always trying 
to get running meters from his own try line but 
most importantly the last line of defence. Hamish 
has improved in all aspects of his game this year, 
the highlight was his one on one tackle against the 
Beacon Hill man child. Well done Hamish!

HAMISH DOUGLAS

Ben is a great kid to coach and has good knowl-
edge of the game. He always has an input during 
training and 100% effort in every game, playing 
every game like it’s a grand final. Ben plays in the 
half ’s but the way he plays it’s like having an extra 
forward on the field as he always helps the for-
wards with a run up the middle or putting some 
solid tackles on. This year’s most consistent award. 
Good work Ben!

BEN COUPER

The wing position is always under estimated. The 
winger is always having to make the first carry 
from his try line and having to make the correct 
decision in defence. If we could only get the ball 
out wide to Owen more often! There is no doubt 
at all that he has plenty of speed, once out in 
the clear he never gets chased down. Owen has 
scored some handy full length of the field try’s 
from dummy half this year. Go Owen!

OWEN McNICOL

Due to Rugby commitments with the Rats and 
school, followed by a fractured arm Luke only 
managed three games this year. However, when 
fit and determined Luke is a devastating runner 
of the ball.

LUKE STIDWELL
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Jack was on the verge of not coming back this 
year, but I’m so glad he decided to join us again.
He gives his all in every game. Settled in at 
second row this year, a tough player who hates to 
lose and wants to do his best for his team mates. 
Always in the mix with a big tackle or making 
tough meters with the ball up the middle of the 
park. Keep up the good work Jack!

JACK WOOLDRIDGE

Nash’s first year at the Raiders and he slotted 
straight in with all his mates in the team. Nash had 
a very solid first year – He played Centre early 
on but second row I thought is where he played 
his best footy, defending solidly on the edges 
and in the middle. He has some great speed and 
agility and looked good with the ball out wide, a 
team player and a good kid to have in the team. 
Thanks Nash!

NASH RICHIE

Ryan is a kid that always wants to do his best and 
it does not sit well with him if he feels he has not 
given his team mates and his game everything. 
Towards the end of the season Ryan came and 
spoke to me about leaving the team because 
he had lost his passion. I thought this was a very 
courageous thing for him to do. All the best with 
your next endeavor Ryan!

RYAN HOGAN

Another new player to the Raiders, unfortunately 
Bastie suffered an injury to his arm in his very first 
game of the season and had 6 weeks lay off. He 
eased himself back, playing a versatile roll within 
the team in many positions - dummy, half back, 
Centre and winger. Bastie grew with confidence 
each week. He was a committed player and a 
pleasure to coach. Well done Bastie!

SEBASTIAN LIARD

Matt leaves nothing in the tank physically and 
emotionally with every game. Showed how much 
of a competitor he is with his aggressive tackling 
and solid straight running through the middle - or 
out wide. Never surrendering and always fighting 
for the extra meters. New to our team this year 
and a great asset. This year’s players player. Great 
work Matt!

MATHEW HANLEY

Tane was also new to the Raiders this year. He 
signed up midway through the season bringing 
some size and muscle to our forward pack. Still 
finding his feet and one to watch over the next 
few years. Tane got well involved in the forwards, 
being hitting the ball up or tackling. Always a job 
well done Tane!

TANE WRIGHT

James was new to the club this year, he came 
from the Hills District Bulls Rugby League Club. 
James took a few weeks to find his feet within the 
team and meeting new friends. He played dummy 
half throughout the year and really hit his straps 
there, delivering great passes to his half ’s, making 
plenty of meters with darting runs and really lock-
ing up the defence in the middle of the field. No 
doubt they make them tough out west! Punches 
way above his weight. Great first season James!

JAMES BORGES

This was Jack’s first year at the Raiders. A very 
determined player with great speed and agility. 
Jack played most of the year at centre always 
giving 100% both in defence and attack, a real 
competitor. Scored some handy try’s and was 
quite intimidating with his tackling style. This year’s 
best back award. Keep up the good work Jack!

JACK PALMER

This was Blakes first year of Rugby League, first 
time in a contact sport and that itself is coura-
geous. All the kids that Blake played league against 
and with have been playing since they were
5 or 6 years old. Blake has come a long way this 
year learning skills such as catching, passing tack-
ling and running onto the ball. He showed all his 
skills in our last game. Good work mate!

BLAKE SOAMES

Tom is a quietly spoken boy, but don t be fooled! 
He is a very highly involved forward playing prop 
or second row. Always one of the first forwards 
up in the defensive line making some solid tackles 
and not afraid to put his body on the line for his 
team mates. Tom also makes plenty of running 
meters with the ball. He puts a lot of effort in at 
training, listening and working hard on his drills. 
Great effort Tom!

TOMAS RICHARDS
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What an awesome season we had! Pre-season started slowly with 
minimum numbers, we were under threat with the possibility of 
folding.  With players desperate to play the game they love most, we 
sent out an SOS and worked together as a team on a mission to 
recruit.  

We lost our first game with only 13 players then the momentum 
started to swing our way.  We signed 9 new families to our club this 
year and our season took off with a bang with 18 keen and passion-
ate players.  We took our opponents and ourselves by surprise and 
went on a winning streak.  

The boys trained hard and bonded as great mates, lifted and played 
as a team with skill, courage and determination.  After losing players 
to serious injuries we thought our luck was running out, but commit-
ment paid off, the boys fought hard to win a deserving spot in the 
Grand Final.  

We came up against a red-hot team, the boys played their heart out 
and after a courageous effort unfortunately we were outsized and 

defeated by North Sydney Brothers.  I couldn’t be prouder of the 
boys for their effort throughout the year, we had a lot of fun times 
and I hope they stick together for the upcoming season.  

We look forward to finishing our season with a road trip to Gerroa 
and a day out at Jamberoo where the boys will control the action!

The season wouldn’t have run so smoothly without our Managers 
Sonia & Mick, our trainers Shoey & Scotty who were always keen 
and enthusiastic and our parents for their support and encourage-
ment all season, thank you.  

A massive thank you goes to Jake for coaching, it was a huge effort 
and a great opportunity for the boys who are much better players 
for it.  Cheers mate! Bring on a bigger and better 2019.

Tim Parker
Coach

The boys trained hard and bonded as great mates, lifted and played 
as a team with skill, courage and determination.  After losing players 
to serious injuries we thought our luck was running out, but  
commitment paid off, the boys fought hard to win a deserving  
spot in the Grand Final.  

COACH TIM PARKER

ASSISTANT COACH JAKE TRBOJEVIC

TRAINER

TRAINER

MANAGER MICHAEL O’REILLY

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL

Elio Alexopoulos    17

Joel Burdon    17

Lazar Jankovic    14

Ethan Julliard    16

James O’Reilly    17

Dylan Parker    17

Ben Cooper    18

Lucas Toy    18

Dylan Charlier    17

2018 GAME TALLIES PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL

David Dooley    12

Kaleb Georgeson-Smith    12

Harry Gilligan    13

Aaron Maher    17

Nathaniel Riddington    13

Isaac Rumble    5

Benjamin Schuetrumpf    18

Cooper Staunton    14

Daniel Wetherall    18

2018 GAME TALLIES
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Our front row enforcer (not a full back!).  He is 
one tough kid who runs hard and smashes them 
with the ball and in defence but could do with 
some work in his goal kicking.  A great kid and 
polite young man who shows toughness beyond 
his years.  He truly deserves our Best Forward 
Award for 2018. 

ELIO ALEXOPOULUS

It was great to see Kaleb back in the Raiders 
colours this season.  Our winger for 2018 who 
runs like the wind and with a great kick return he 
always put our team on the front foot.  He had a 
cracker of a game at Asquith playing the second 
half with a broken thumb.  Great season mate!

KALEB GEORGESON-SMITH

He gives everything he has week in, week out.  He 
plays with no fear and fire in his belly.  A hard runner 
and an even harder tackler.  An awesome team and 
club man who pulled of some big hits during the 
season and steam rolled players running the ball.  
Great season mate!

JOEL BURDON

Mr Versatile, our centre, second row and five eight 
who handled every position with skill and class.  
He runs a good line straight through the holes.  
Unfortunately, his season was cut short when he 
walked off the field to surprise us all with a broken 
jaw, he showed toughness beyond his years.  He was 
a sorely missed player at the back end of our season 
and missed by all the boys.

HARRY GILLIGAN

Our fullback for 2018 and a try scoring machine 
with speed and strength to match.  He is always safe 
under the high ball and did some great try saving 
tackles this year.  Our leading try scorer with some 
great side line conversions. Our Players Player for 
2018.

DYLAN CHARLIER

A very popular member of the team.  He puts 100% 
effort in at training and game day.  He improved 
with each game and had some good banter with 
Jake at training.  Always entertaining, full of questions 
and keen to learn.  Popular with all the lads.

LAZAR JANKOVIC

Had an outstanding season this year both in attack 
and defence.  As our captain he always led the way 
with speed and strength.  He tried his hardest every 
play and was an absolute work horse. He truly 
deserves our Best and Fairest award, good stuff!

BEN COOPER

We saw another excellent season from Ethan this 
year.  A solid runner with the ball who made some 
good long breaks this season, he is equally as solid 
in defence and a pleasure to have in the team.  He 
always trained hard and it was great to see his confi-
dence grow through the season.  Well done champ!

ETHAN JULLIARD

He had an outstanding season.  A hard-running back 
rower who gives 100% at game day and at training. 
A lethal weapon in defence who unfortunately had 
a bad run of injury and illness but thankfully made 
it back in time to have a terrific game in the grand 
final, well played.

DAVID DOOLEY

New to the Raiders this year and had a fantastic 
year in the centres. He reads the defence well not 
letting many past or around him.  He scored a 
brilliant 40 metre solo try against Forestville and had 
an outstanding game in the grand final, well played 
mate!

AARON MAHER
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It was great to see Jimmy grow with confidence 
with every game.  He played his heart out with 
some great cover defence.  Jimmy won the boys 
pizzas after scoring a great try and winning a bet 
against the coaches.  A very popular member of 
the team and a pleasure to have around.

JIMMY O’REILLY

Oh, what a season Ben had! With a great turn of 
speed and a hard ball runner, Ben scored some 
great tries this season.  His defence was outstand-
ing all season with one of the biggest hits of the 
year against Forestville.  Our well-deserved Best 
Back of 2018.

BEN SCHUETRUMPF

We saw another great season as half back from 
Dylan this year playing for his beloved Raiders.  He 
loves his footy and his team mates and consistently 
plays well.  He rattled them in defence with a great 
step, short pass and long passing game.  He played 
the game tough and was one of our reliable goal 
kickers for 2018.

DYLAN PARKER

A great kid with a great attitude towards the game.  
He has good speed and skill, a work-a-holic in de-
fence who hits hard.  Our tough second rower with 
bone crushing defence and a complete team player. 
Congratulations on an awesome season mate!

COOPER STAUNTON

A new recruit to the Raiders this year Nate showed 
great talent and plenty of ticker.  He puts his body 
on the line in defence and in attack, he has a great 
little sidestep and throws a great pass.  He always 
went looking for the ball and fitted in well with his 
team mates.  A great kid!

NATE RIDDINGTON

Our hooker in 2018 who put his body on the line 
in every game. He has a good footy brain and loves 
his footy.  Lucas brings enthusiasm and energy to 
the team and always gives the boys a good laugh 
at training.  A tough bugger for his size, well played 
Lucas!

LUCAS TOY

Only played a handful of games with the Raiders 
this year due to injury.  A hard runner and an even 
harder tackler.

ISAAC RUMBLE

A smart young footy player with good skills.  He im-
proved his game throughout the season to become 
a starting second rower with strength and power.  A 
strong ball runner who backed up with some big hits 
this season.  Well done mate, a pleasure to coach.

DANIEL WETHERALL
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2018 saw another new bunch of boys and the only representation 
on the Northern Beaches of any club. We played in the North East-
ern comp; each week was the unknown, but never once were the 
boys fazed or worried about their opponents. All newcomers quickly 
learned our culture and all fitted like a glove. I believe everyone en-
joyed training and playing and gelled well as a unit, and regardless of 
each result the team was a pleasure to watch as they played a great 
brand of football. We were never the biggest team, but we always 
played best as a team, hence, the results. In any team sport if you 
actually play as a team there is a much higher chance of success. You 
guys were such a pleasure to coach, willing to train hard and learn 
and have fun on the journey and whatever the outcome, your winter 
sport was a big success. 

A few thank yous: 

Fiona – did so much behind the scene work, nothing is ever an issue 
and Fee really enjoys her role and watching the boys play footy. 

Dave – big thanks to Des for filling in many times as coach this year 
and couldn’t have coached without his help. Thanks heaps.

Adam – fantastic sports trainer and better bloke, always there having 

everything prepared weekly, these things people don’t see are such 
an advantage for a coach not having to worry.

Lachie, Jake and Tom – for giving up their time to assist when 
possible. Had good fun and Jake and Tom are so busy their input 
and knowledge was to our advantage and always lifted our spirits, 
champions!

Mick - for his assistance and to all the people who helped on game 
days.

To our supporters - thanks for being so positive and supportive of 
our team. Traveling each Sunday I would always look around and see 
we had a huge support base.

As coach, I was extremely proud of the group I trained and whatever 
the results, we were all winners. Hope to see you next year boys, 
please with a team song!

Wounds heal, scars fade, glorys forever

Steve Wilson
Coach

All newcomers quickly learned our culture and all fitted like a glove. 
I believe everyone enjoyed training and playing and gelled well as a 
unit, and regardless of each result the team was a pleasure to watch 
as they played a great brand of football. 

COACH STEVE WILSON

ASSISTANT COACH JAKE TRBOJEVIC

ASSISTANT COACH TOM TRBOJEVIC

ASSISTANT COACH LACHIE JAMES

MANAGER FIONA KELSALL

PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL

Ben Anderson    13

William Bassett    8

Trent Brutnell Rayner    3

Joel Dempsey    13

Luke Downman    7

Zachary Floyd    12

Curtis Gray    14

Austin Malone    14

Marcus Moran    14

Riley Panetta    0

2018 GAME TALLIES PLAYERPLAYER TOTAL

Giuseppe Plati    9

Mitchell Quetcher    13

Jack Schofield    14

Kyle Wood    12

Kyle Ingall    14

Tyrone Youngman    14

Ben Trbojevic    9

Levi Moger    9

Angus O’Donnell    13

Jake Ferris    14

2018 GAME TALLIES
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One of the most improved players, purely thru 
confidence and a great team mate, pleasure to 
coach. Did a lot for the team off the wing, which 
was good to see. Enjoys training and a pleasure to 
have around. If Beno’s attitude is on, he is on.

BEN ANDERSON

The wizard; brilliant on his feet and consistently 
finds the try line. Well liked by his peers and 
never let his opposition get over him. Smart footy 
brain and a better kid. Well done, wiz!

JACOB FERRIS

Battled injury fair part of the season, but was there 
when it counted. Very dedicated player ; loves the 
game and has a bright future ahead of him. Will is 
an asset just with his winning attitude. Speed and 
strength are Wills’ assets. Scored a beauty in semi.

WILL BASSETT

Strong season; always keen to listen and learn. Hard 
runner and a consistent defender. Scored some long 
range tries and has deceptive speed for a forward. 
Strong off-season will see him go to another level 
next year. Always puts his team first, onya!

ZAC FLOYD

Unfortunate injury took him out early in the season, 
but he was always there supporting his team each 
week. Great kid! And team man. Next year champ.

TRENT BRUTNELL-RAYNER

Another solid season from Curtis, who doesn’t say 
much but leads by his actions. Very committed team 
player who is very versatile, as a player, and is a plea-
sure to coach. Curtis gets thru a tonne of work that 
goes unnoticed. Very well mannered lad. Cheers.

CURTIS GRAY

Popular team man who has sound knowledge of the 
game. Always attentive at training and is a pleasure 
to coach. Only negative is that he follows the Storm. 
Has a great passing game and defends well for his 
size, always positive. Well done. 

JOEL DEMPSEY

New to the team; strong defender and brings great 
impact off the bench. Mr Fix-It. Didn’t cared where 
he played, but loved being involved. Seemed to enjoy 
his first year with the Raiders, hope to see him back. 
Set up a good try in the semi to seal the game.  
Always happy and smiling.

KYLE INGALL

Finally got back on the field from last year’s injury. 
Is an asset to the team, strong defender and always 
on the ball. All the best for the future, as Luke 
announced his retirement. Great kid.

LUKE DOWNMAN

Came from Narrabeen and was one of the most 
consistent players all year. Whether it be on the 
edge or hooker. Strong defender. Another I enjoyed 
coaching; always willing to listen and learn. Good job! 
Austin was well liked by his peers and fitted into our 
culture from first training. Played all games.

AUSTIN MALONE
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Made the journey from Av and really hardened 
up our forward pack with his aggressive style. 
Having Levi out there, significantly helped lighten 
the load for many forwards. Never took a back-
ward step, has a fantastic quick play the ball, good 
knowledge, a big motor and a bright future. Well 
done, champ!

LEVI MOGER

New to the team this season and was one of our 
best each week. Didn’t see one opposing centre 
outplay him. A pleasure to coach and glad he 
came to the Raiders. Very strong defender and 
attacker. Reads the game well. On ya!

JACK SCHOFIELD

Got involved more this season as he understood the 
role of a winger. Committed to training and willing 
to learn. Did a lot of work for the team coming in to 
help tired forwards. Safe winger who is a pleasure to 
have around, well done.

MARCUS MORAN

I saw a big change in Ben in the last six months. His 
positive attitude, on and off the field, I believe took 
his game to the next level. Never cared where he 
played, a coaches dream! His defence is equal to his 
attack. Great season – the sky is the limit! Scored 20 
in 6 games, however his coach once scored 67 in 
8. Haha. True story all. Anyway champion kid, bright 
future.

BEN TRBOJEVIC

Outstanding season from our Captain. Doesn’t say 
much, but leads by his actions and his teammates 
follow. Averaged 40 tackles per game and rarely 
came off. Great attitude towards his goals. Trains 
hard. I believe Angus can achieve higher accolades 
in the game. On ya! Great leader and pleasure to 
coach him.

ANGUS O’DONNELL

Change of position this year saw Woody move to 
the wing. He performed admirably. Very strong run-
ner and defender. Popular teammate. Scored some 
great tries! Safe under ball and on his day is such a 
handful to stop. Well done, Woodster!

KYLE WOOD

Strike-edge player who was a handful for opposition 
teams. Brings good aggression and defended solidly. 
Enjoyed coaching him. Well-liked by his peers. Nearly 
unstoppable when he is on and has a good attitude. 
Big off-season could take Giuseppe next level.

GIUSEPPE PLATI

Defines toughness and never backs down. One of 
the smallest in stature, but one of the biggest on the 
field. Fearless competitor. Great left-foot step who 
was a danger every time he ran the ball. Scoring 
some beauties.  Great brain and beautiful left foot 
kick, huge season champ.

TYRONE YOUNGMAN

Doesn’t stop communicating with his team, en-
couraging them in their games. Great kicking game, 
in play and for goal. I believe he can take his game 
further by backing himself and listening to advice. 
Comes up with winning plays. Reads the game great
and like most halves, never shuts up! On ya, son.

MITCHELL QUETCHER
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MILESTONES REACHED IN 2018

One of the major achievements in sport is playing 50  
(or more) competition games for your club. These players 
have gained this honour with the Mona Vale Raiders Junior 
Rugby League Football Club in 2018.

PLAYER 50 GAMES

Finn BURGE    54

Jack DARVALL    59

Cade FAIRLESS    53

Liam HAYMAN    50

Jack HELLYAR    59

Lachlan HOWELL    54

Andre HUNTER    55

Joel HUXLEY    51

Prince KAMARA    64

Oliver MAPPIN    57

Frank MOLLUSO    56

Bodhi PETERKIN    62

Mitchell QUETCHER    52

Daniel RICHARDS    54

Hugo ROBERTS    50

Carter STEYN    53

Cooper VICKERY    51

Bryn WOOLDRIDGE    51

Taylor YEATES    52

GAMES PLAYED

PLAYER 100 GAMES

Bailey BATCHELOR    102

Cruz DEATH    107

Taj RAWNSLEY   110

GAMES PLAYED

PLAYER 150 GAMES

Lucas TOY    158

Baxter WARNER    168

GAMES PLAYED
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GAME TALLIES

PLAYER 20182017

Frederick ADAMS-GARCIA 0 15 15
Elio ALEXOPOULOS 13 17 30
Benjamin ANDERSON 14 13 35
Oscar ANDREWS 0 14 14
Benjamin ATTFIELD  16 17 91
Timothy BARKLEY 0 15 15
William BASSETT 13 8 32
Bailey BATCHELOR  13 15 102
Joshua BATCHELOR  13 13 98
Axel BATES  12 16 71
James BORGES 0 11 11
Charlie BOYLE 16 16 32
Harrison BROOKES 16 5 21
Trent BRUTNELL-RAYNER 0 3 3
Raleigh BRYANT  12 18 75
Kai BRYANT  0 15 15
Joel BURDON  14 17 139
Benjamin BURGE  13 21 84
Finn BURGE  14 15 54
Benjamin BURKE 14 15 29
Tawa-Inka CAMPOS 14 17 46
Harry CAPELL 16 17 33
Mason CARBONETTI 17 14 31
Marley CATTELL 0 12 12
Dylan CHARLIER  13 17 78
Timothy CHARLTON 14 18 47
Cruize CHASE 0 12 12
Kai COGAN 15 16 44
Jacob COLEMAN 0 15 15
Joseph COOK  15 17 99
Benjamin COOPER  10 18 90
Lewis CORBETT 12 14 26
Joel COUPER 16 18 34
Benjamin COUPER 16 12 28
Jack DARVALL  14 18 59
Luke DAVIE  12 15 84
Cruz DEATH  13 13 107
Phoenix DEATH  14 11 118
Joel DEMPSEY 14 13 27
Ashley DENE 0 14 14
Jacob DINTER 16 18 34
David DOOLEY 0 12 12
Hamish DOUGLAS 12 12 99
Mitchell DOWNMAN 0 15 15
Luke DOWNMAN 0 7 7
Henry DRENNAN 13 16 44
Thomas DRENNAN 13 15 99
Luke DUFFELL 0 16 16
Beau EIFFE 16 16 32
Cade FAIRLESS 11 16 53 

TOTAL PLAYER 20182017

Jake FAIRLESS  15 16 42
Beau FAIRLESS  13 15 28
Jake FERRIS 14 14 28
Zacharia FITTLER  14 17 45
Zachary FLOYD 14 12 39
Elijah FRANKS 13 16 29
Brodie GAMSON 0 15 15
Kaleb GEORGESON-SMITH  0 12 65
Harry GERAGHTY 0 15 15
Oscar GERAGHTY 0 14 14
Jacob GEREAUX 14 18 32
Lucas GEREAUX 13 17 30
John GERICH  15 3 118
Harry GILLIGAN 0 13 13
Lachlan GLEW 15 12 27
Damien GODDEN  13 15 90
Hamish GRAHAM 15 14 29
Curtis GRAY  14 14 98
Kobe HALAKAS 0 15 15
Matthew HANLEY 0 12 12
Mark HARDER 0 12 12
Indi HARRIS  11 17 70
Jackson HARRIS  14 14 69
Benjamin HATCH 12 15 27
Liam HAYMAN 15 20 50
Jack HELLYAR  0 12 59
Ryan HOGAN 13 6 33
Ryan HOLMES 0 4 4
Jack HORTY  0 17 44
Harvey HORTY  0 16 42
Joel HORTY  0 14 14
Ethan HOWARD 0 15 15
Lachlan HOWELL  14 12 54
Chisel Maverick HUNTER 0 11 11
Kingston HUNTER  17 15 42
Andre HUNTER  15 13 55
Joel HUXLEY  14 10 51
Blake IBAY 0 16 16
Kyle INGALL 0 14 14
Lazar JANKOVIC  5 14 32
Bailey JENNINGS  14 7 71
Lachlan JONES 10 16 42
Ryan JULIAN 15 17 32
Lewis JULIAN 0 14 14
Ethan JULLIARD  12 16 71
Mohammad KAMARA  0 16 64
Ramatu KAMARA  0 12 21
Braxton KELLY 12 12 24
Brody KELLY 0 12 12
Alan KOROLALA  0 4 31

TOTAL
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PLAYER 20182017

Gabriel KOUNTOURIS 0 14 14
Sebastian LAIRD 0 8 8
Jaxon LEE - HANG 0 12 12
Jack LIND 11 15 26
Jamie LINKS 15 17 47
Archie LISLE 0 15 15
Kai LOWERY 14 14 28
Isaiah MACRI  16 19 135
Aaron MAHER 0 17 17
Austin MALONE 0 14 14
Julian MANSELL 0 13 13
Oliver MAPPIN  15 15 57
Jake MATTHES 12 12 38
Charles MCDERMOTT 0 14 14
Rhys MCGUINNESS  14 15 91
Owen MCNICOL 15 12 40
Oliver Mellor 0 15 15
Kuiper MENTJOX-WILLIAMS 12 15 42
Sjoerd MENTJOX-WILLIAMS 14 14 43
Levi MOGER 0 9 9
Frank MOLLUSO  14 15 56
Marcus MORAN 14 14 28
Brody NAYLOR 0 15 15
Kyron NAYLOR 0 14 14
Chase NEEDS 0 14 14
Angus O’DONNELL  12 13 173
James O’REILLY 0 17 17
Noah ORMAN  13 1 46
Hunter OWENS 0 15 15
Harry PALMER 0 17 17
Jack PALMER 0 15 15
Hunter PAMATA  0 16 16
Riley PANETTA  13 0 42
Elijah PAPANDREA 0 15 15
Kadan PARKER 0 11 22
Dylan PARKER  12 17 97
Jack PATTISON  0 15 15
Bodhi PETERKIN  13 15 62
Giuseppe PLATI 10 9 32
Solomon POULI  0 15 25
Mitchell QUETCHER  12 13 52
Taj RAWNSLEY  16 18 110
Daniel RICHARDS  12 16 54
Korbin RICHARDS  0 13 13
Tomas RICHARDS  14 12 93
Nathaniel RIDDINGTON 0 13 13
Nash RITCHIE 0 12 12
Hugo ROBERTS 14 20 50
Charlie ROBERTSON 15 11 36
William RODGERS  12 14 68

TOTAL PLAYER 20182017

Isaac RUMBLE 0 5 5
Noah RUTHERFORD 5 14 19
Jack SCHOFIELD 0 14 14
Benjamin SCHUETRUMPF 0 18 18
Samuel SCHULENBURG  13 16 72
Riley SCHULENBURG  15 14 39
Archie SERGI  21 12 116
Harrison SHIPTON  12 10 91
Thomas SHRIVELL  13 18 72
Jack SMITH 0 10 10
Sonny SMYTH 0 16 16
Blake SOAMES 0 6 6
Jai SPENCER 12 13 25
Rocco SPRINGER 12 7 31
Cooper STAUNTON 0 14 14
Thomas STEPHENS  11 13 74
Finn STEVENS  15 18 76
Carter STEYN  14 13 53
Luke STIDWILL  16 4 39
Billy STUART  9 16 66
Duke STUBINGTON  12 16 85
Charlie TAYLOR  14 14 69
Brandon TAYLOR  16 14 48
Charlie TERRILL  17 16 46
Brodie TERRILL  12 15 69
Kai TOOLIN 12 15 41
Tom TOWNSEND 0 15 15
Lucas TOY  0 18 158
Blake TOY  14 16 30
Ben TRBOJEVIC  12 9 165
Lincoln TRINDORFER 12 10 22
Jackson TWELLS  14 8 68
Cooper VICKERY  13 15 51
Zane WALKER 0 13 13
Baxter WARNER  18 23 168
Bobby WARREN 0 13 13
Joey  WARREN  15 13 86
Daniel WETHERALL 0 18 18
Jackson WHEELER  14 15 76
Luke WITTMACK 12 17 44
Kyle WOOD 14 12 26
Bryn WOOLDRIDGE  18 19 51
Tate WOOLDRIDGE  16 18 34
Oliver WOOLDRIDGE  14 16 30
Flynn WOOLDRIDGE  15 15 30
Ethan WOOLDRIDGE  13 15 28
Jack WOOLDRIDGE  13 10 65
Tane WRIGHT 0 8 8
Jackson YEATES  14 19 92
Taylor YEATES  13 16 52
Tyrone YOUNGMAN 9 14 30

TOTAL
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monavalerugbyleague.com.au

We are the raiders,
We tackle and we run,

We are the raiders
We have fun, fun, fun!
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